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Introduction: The Three Rules of Marketing
Hello and welcome to 14 Proven Strategies For Generating Leads And Sales
For Lab Technology.
My name is Colm O’Regan, and I’ve been a scientist for over 10 years. I’m also
a copywriter and content marketing writer for lab technology companies. I help
these companies attract more scientific buyers, and sell more of their products
and services to scientists working in university labs and research institutes.
I’ve discovered that to successfully market scientific equipment, it helps to remember three simple
marketing rules.
These rules are:

Rule 1: Get Noticed
In other words, use marketing strategies that get the attention and interest of potential customers for
the scientific equipment that you offer.
This works best if you focus on strategies that position your company as an expert.

Rule 2: Make Buying Easy
This means you use marketing strategies that reduce or eliminate any fears, doubts, or concerns that
potential customers might have buying or using your scientific equipment.
It also means you help people see clearly that the products you offer are the perfect solution for their
current situation.
And you want to show prospects that the real value they’ll enjoy by using your scientific equipment is
easily worth 5-10 times their investment.
It’s also more effective if you concentrate on building a warm audience that you add value to on a
regular basis (rather than focusing on making one off sales).

Rule 3: Create Customers for Life
In his excellent book ‘Turn Your Customers Into Your Sales Force”, author Ross Reck shares some
fascinating figures…
“25% of your success in business is getting a sale from a customer. Another 25% of your success
comes from getting repeat sales from a customer. A whopping 50% of your business success comes
from getting existing customers to recommend and promote you to their friends, associates and
colleagues.”
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In other words up to 75% of your success comes from repeat and referral sales. That’s why creating
“Customers for Life” is so useful.
Customers for Life will continue to purchase your scientific products and services on an on-going basis.
And they’ll give you a regular supply of high quality referrals at the same time.
Which brings me to… 14 Proven Strategies For Generating Leads And Sales For Lab Technology.
This guide contains 14 methods you can use to quickly attract ideal new customers for your scientific
equipment, and turn them into customers for life.
I recommend you read this guide several times and put into action the strategies and ideas that seem
most useful for your own situation.
I know you’ll be delighted at how well these strategies will work for you.
And I look forward to hearing about your great results.
So let’s get started…
Warm regards,

Colm O’ Regan
June 2019
Colm O’Regan
Science Copywriter
www.sciencecopywriting.com
colm@sciencecopywriting.com
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Rule One:

A key ingredient in successfully marketing your scientific equipment is to have a good number of ideal
potential customers to talk with each month.
You get these people to talk to you by using marketing strategies that attract their attention and
interest.
I’ve found this works best if you focus on marketing strategies that position you as an expert in your
field.
The easiest way to position your company as an expert is to regularly share helpful and valuable tips
and ideas with potential customers.
And you can share helpful tips and ideas in either written or spoken format.
So you might write a helpful article or special report, give a short talk, present a webinar, and so on.
Whenever you share useful tips and ideas like this you automatically position your company to potential
customers as being an expert and the obvious choice.
I recommend you try at least 3-5 new marketing strategies to get noticed by potential clients and
customers.
And you can easily do this over the next few months.
To help you do this, I’d like to give you five proven strategies to get noticed and quickly attract the
attention of ideal potential customers for your scientific equipment.
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Get Noticed Strategy 1: Use a Special Report to attract ideal prospects
You can think of a special report (sometimes known as a white paper)
as being a valuable ‘how to’ guide related to your equipment.
Or you can think of it as something that helps your prospects
understand a new technology, make a decision, or solve a problem.
In your special report, you’ll answer the common questions a
customer has about a specific topic.
Your special report can also show your customer the steps involved in buying your equipment,
instrumentation, or services, and also show them the common mistakes to avoid.
The report will often have insider secrets and special tips that a typical new customer will probably not
know about.
Ideally, it’ll also have a number of real life examples, so the person reading it will understand clearly the
points you’re making.
So your special report is something that a potential new customer will find very helpful if they’re
thinking about purchasing any of your products or services.
Here’s a great example:
Example: the microscopy company that used a multi-step approach to attract new leads
Recently, I did some work with a well-known global
microscopy company. Specifically, I was working with
their life sciences division to help them attract new
leads.
This division sold imaging equipment to life science
researchers, including confocal, wide-field fluorescence,
and super-resolution microscopes.
And they wanted to attract early-stage life science
researchers who had just received project funding.
So, over the next month we created a special report or “Buyer’s Guide” called ‘How to Choose the
Right Microscope for Successful Research: A Buyer’s Guide for Life Scientists”.
The guide introduced various important concepts in microscopy, as well as outlined the different types
of microscopy and the various instruments available to life science researchers.
It then presented 8 important considerations when choosing a microscope, and the final section
outlined the vital questions that need to be asked and answered in order to choose the right
microscope for a research project.
I wrote this special report using the same guidelines I’m giving you in this chapter.
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All I did was write down the major questions scientists ususally asked
when buying microscopes for life science research, and the information
they needed.
Once the report was completed, the company then setup a landing page
for the report, and drove traffic to it using email blasts in BiteSizeBio,
Nature, and EMS (Electron Microscopy Society). And they used a series of
social media posts, and a banner ad on the BiteSizeBio website.
Scientists reading this report easily saw my client as the obvious choice
when selecting a microscope for life science research, because they were
providing valuable tips on how to choose the right microscope based on
specific needs.
And this was only one step of a multi-step apprpoach. Another report, as well as short “7-step” article
were also created, to be used as nurturing tools to lead interested scientists towards a buying decision.
“I really liked the approach, I truly believe
that it was a nice piece of content for our
community and would be happy to handle
more projects like this one.”

“Thanks for the white paper Colm. We will
discuss, gather feedback from the whole team
and come back to you very quickly. I really
appreciate your timely delivery here.”

Florence Hauger, Marketing Manager,
Leica Microsystems

Joanne Fallowfield, Senior Marketing Manager
for Life Science Research,
Leica Microsystems

One of the best things about using special reports is that it eliminates the hard work of ‘chasing’ new
clients.
It’s a lot more fun when they are ‘attracted’ to your company instead.
Another great example of a special report is the one you are reading right now called
“14 Proven Strategies For Generating Leads And Sales For Lab Technology”
This contains a lot of helpful strategies on how to boost sales for
companies who market and sell equipment to scientists working in
university labs and research institutes.
By offering this special report I have now added you to my list of potential
prospects for my marketing services.
And by providing you with a large number of helpful tips and ideas in this
special report, I am positioning myself as a helpful advisor on marketing
scientific equipment.
(Which makes it easier for me to convert potential prospects for my
marketing services into happy paying clients.)
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How do you create a good special report?
Step 1: Give it an interesting title that will make potential clients keen to read it:
7 Questions to Ask When Choosing an Optogenetics Model: A Neuroscientists Guide
How to Choose the Right Microscope for Successful Research: A Buyer’s Guide for Life Science
Researchers
Antibody Drug Conjugate Development: Keys to Fast IND Submission and Approval.
A White Paper for CMC Directors and Biopharma Scientists
Step 2: Include valuable and useful ideas and tips in your special report.
When you do this, you position your company as being an expert in the topic you’re talking about.
You also make it easier for a potential customer to choose to use your services rather than your
competitors.

Here are some of the key ideas you could include in a special report
•

Explain the steps involved in using your product or
service.

•

Show customers the potential problems that can
happen and how to avoid them.

•

Tell customers the common mistakes that people
make when buying your equipment and give them
the most important questions they should always ask.

•

Show prospects what to look for and what to avoid
when buying your type of service.

•

Share valuable insider tips.

•

And do all this in a way that is simple and easy to understand.

Step 3: Make sure your special report is attractively laid out so it looks good.
Then actively market your special report to potential customers.
There are dozens of ways to get potential clients ordering your special report.
You can offer it on your website, advertise it with display ads, send out personal letters or emails inviting
people to order it, and so on.
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Pharmaceutical scientific services example:
I consulted with a global scientific services company that that did contract research and testing
for a range of industries. These included pharmaceuticals, food and agriculture, chemicals and
basic materials, and aerospace. And their services included pharmaceutical and biopharmaceutical
development, materials testing and analysis, as well as environmental testing and regulatory
compliance.
I helped this company to create a white paper for their pharmaceuticals division, called:
“Antibody Drug Conjugate Development: Keys to Fast IND Submission and Approval - A White Paper
for CMC Directors and Biopharma Scientists.”
This white paper discussed a pragmatic approach to helping antibody drug conjugate developers
ensure success when filing an Investigational New Drug (IND) application.
It highlighted the main challenges of this process, as well as how scientists can save time and effort by
ensuring the CMC requirements for an ADC IND submission are satisfied. It also discussed the best way
to accelerate IND submission and approval.
The report also concluded with a “Buyer’s Guide”, showing prospects how
to choose the right contract research organization (CRO) to help them with
filing IND applications, and a case study, which gave an example of how the
company helped a client with this exact process.
The company then promoted the white paper as a webinar, on https://www.
bioanalysis-zone.com/2017/07/20/expert-series-glenn-petrie/
This is a great example of how a white paper can be sliced and diced in
various ways, so you get more mileage out of it. Without creating new
content from scratch. A great special report can last a long time, and a
webinar is a terrific way of promoting it.

There are three main approaches to creating an effective special report.
1: First of all you can write the special report yourself.
If you invest an hour or more each day, you could easily create a valuable special report within 1-2
months.
2: Secondly you can invite other people to contribute all or part of the content for your special
report.
You can do this by either interviewing them or asking them to submit a helpful ‘how to’ article.
I’ve used both of these approaches and they work well.
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3: Hire an outside expert to create a Special Report for you.
I’ve written several special reports and white papers for myself and my clients.
As part of my special report process, I usually interview 3-7 of the best customers for each client so we
have a number of ‘raving fan testimonials’ to include in their special report.
I also give my clients a ‘paint by numbers’ marketing plan showing them 11 ways to use their special
report to attract new customers.
Using an outside expert will often save you a lot of time and effort in creating an effective special
report. And using an expert increases the chances of a special report working well for you.
One of the best things about using special reports is that it eliminates the hard work of ‘chasing’ new
clients.
It’s a lot more fun when they are ‘attracted’ to your company as a result of ordering or reading your
special report/white paper, compared to you having to ‘chase’ them and try and get them to talk to you.
Invest some time and create a special report that potential clients for your expensive
service would find useful.
If you spend an hour or two each day on creating a special report you could
potentially have this completed within the next 1-2 months.
Then actively promote your special report to prospects.
Helpful Tip: Get other people promoting and recommending your special report to their own
customers as well.
(If your special report has a ton of valuable ideas this will be very easy to do.)
A nice bonus with a special report is that once you’ve created it, you can often use it for many years to
attract ideal new clients.
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Get Noticed Strategy 2: Do effective Trade Shows
Trade shows and conference exhibits
are an excellent way for many
manufacturers and suppliers of
scientific equipment to make sales.
Here are some quick reminders on
how to do effective trade shows…

A: Identify clearly who you want to talk to during a trade show.
Trade show visitors can be divided into three main groups that you may want to talk to. These include
hot prospects, existing customers, and general prospects.
1. Hot Prospects:
Who are you drooling to do business with? Create a top ten list. If you could do business with any ten
new customers, who would they be?
2. Existing Customers:
You’re inviting them to stop in, see what’s new, and meet key employees. You’re reminding customers
that you’re alive and active, and would love to see them.
3. General Prospects:
These could be people that have contacted you to find out what you offer. They could be people that
have had some form of business contact with you in the past.
They could be on the attendee list from last year’s show.
It’s helpful to think about ‘who’ you want to be talking to at your trade show and the approach you’ll
take with different groups of people when you meet them.
Once you’ve identified the people who you want to meet at a trade show, look at what you can do
before the show to encourage these people to visit your exhibit.
This vital key is overlooked by a lot of people who invest in trade shows.
Here’s an actual comment from a person who regularly attends trade shows with the purpose of
spending money on a number of different products and services….
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“As an attendee, I’ve always wondered why more companies don’t spend quality time pre-qualifying
those who register for the trade show and then making sure those who need their services are
welcomed at the show with open arms. One source I found says “. . . 80% of attendees preplan who
they will visit at the show, but only 20% of exhibitors do any sort of preshow promotion. 92% of trade
show visitors at national and/or regional shows have not been contacted by an exhibitor.”
Assuming those are valid statistics, pre-qualifying and pre-show contact seem to be important goals for
a vendor to pursue.
Here are some quick tips on pre-trade show promotion:
An effective pre-show promotion should work with
your show organiser’s promotional activities. The most
effective pre-show promotional plans comprise of several
promotional programs aimed at particular categories of
visitors.
You want to create an offer that is so perfectly targeted and
irresistible to your prospect that they have no choice but to
visit your exhibit.
You need to do a little research to find out what your
prospect’s likes and wants are.
What societies and interest groups do they belong to?
What are their favourite hobbies and sports?
Doing this research shows that you are serious about doing business.
Some executives are not allowed to accept expensive gifts, so the trick is to make a token gift have
more value.
And autographed merchandise is a great way to increase the perceived value of a token gift.
The best reason to give someone to visit your exhibit is that they’ll receive something of value. This
could be a ‘sneak preview’ not available to the general market. It could be a two-part gift (this is where
you give them part one before the show and invite them to go to your exhibit to collect part two).
A good example I found recently is a firm that sold welding equipment.
They sent one welding glove to a large number of their ideal prospects and invited them to come to the
show to collect the other glove. They sent out an equal number of right and left gloves so they wouldn’t
have a large number of either glove that was not claimed. This promotion worked very well for them.
I know one company that designs and sells cameras for transmission electron microscopes. They send
small inexpensive boxes of building blocks that can be put together to make a replica of their actual
cameras, like LEGO (these models are obviously not to scale). But the boxes come in two parts, and in
order to complete the model, you need to collect the second part at the trade show.
Also consider promoting a media event as part of your pre-show promotion.
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Hire experts that your ideal prospects would love to hear speak. Have these experts present at your
trade show and invite your ideal prospects to these presentations.
There are dozens of simple (and effective) things you can do to promote your trade show before it
starts.
Make sure you include a number of these for your own trade show.
What can you to get your ideal prospects to visit your trade show stand?
What promotional activities are you going to do before the trade show?

B: Use the “QUICK” trade show selling system with the people you meet on
your stand
Q is for qualify
You must understand what your prospect’s title is and what they’re responsible for. This gives you the
information you need for the next question, and to make sure that you’re selling to the person who has
a reasonable amount of authority to buy something from you.
The best questions to find out qualifying information are “tell me about” questions.
“Tell me about what you’re doing for your company?”
“Tell me about your current project?”
“Tell me about the responsibilities you have?”
U is for understand
Understand why they have visited the show. What problem are they trying
to solve? Having this information helps you understand how you can help.
“Tell me about the problems that you have encountered in the past?”
“Tell me the steps you’ve taken to solve this problem?”
Take notes. Even if it’s only single words. This will show you’re interested in
what they’re saying.
And during the listening process, highlight the needs your products can satisfy.
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I is for identify
Identify how you and your company can provide solutions to their problems. All you need to do is
isolate one or two key points. If you determine that you can’t help, that’s good as well, then neither of
you needs to waste any more time.
The visitor is looking for a 15 - 30 second overview of what your company can do to solve the problem.
People buy benefits. Product benefits that satisfy a specific need motivate your prospect to become a
customer.
C is for create
Create an action plan. You and your visitor should decide what to do next.
Write up a purchase order, get information from a credit card, be quoted, watch a demonstration, set
up a meeting, mail literature etc. And if nothing needs to be done, that’s fine too.
This step lets your visitors buy, or move to the next step of the sales process.
K is for kick them out
Once you’ve agreed to the action plan, restate your plan, shake your visitor’s hand, and thank them for
stopping by. Move them on politely, and now you’re free to meet your next visitor.

Show your team how to use each of the steps in this system.

C: Understand why trade show leads are so valuable
In a normal sales situation, only four percent of all sales are closed after the first situation of contact.
Eighty percent of sales are made after the eighth call.
The statistics for closing a trade show lead are far more promising.
Surveys done by the Centre for Exhibition Industry Research found that it usually takes less than one
sales call on average to close the business.
Looking at this statistic alone you can see that trade show leads are super-hot prospects.
But there are more reasons why trade show leads are hotter than any other lead you may have. For
example:
1. Prospects from trade shows have shown initiative by investing time and money into attending the
trade show to find better purchasing information.
2. They have initiated the first contact with your company.
3. They walked into your exhibit by choice, interested in what you have to offer.
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4. When they met you, they were probably in a receptive state of mind and you have started to build a
relationship with them.
5. Trade show prospects are often ready to buy now. You just need to offer what they want in terms
they understand.
6. It’s also important to understand that your trade show leads have cost you a significant amount of
money to get. And this money is wasted if you don’t follow them up.
To work out what each lead costs, add up all your trade show costs including the wages of all
your staff who were at the show. Allow for the costs to follow the leads up and then divide by the
number of leads you have. This cost can be anywhere between $50 and $500 per lead.
A big mistake that most organisations make is they’ll take these leads, spend a tiny amount of
money sending out follow-up promotional material and that’s all they do! This is an expensive and
costly mistake. You should spend as much money on following up trade show leads as you spent
on pre-trade show promotion.
According to a survey conducted by the University of Massachusetts Centre for Marketing
Communications, 43% of prospective buyers receive their material they request after they have
already made a buying decision.
Another 18% never receive the material at all.
The longer you wait, the less likely you are to close.
Make sure everyone in your team understands the high value of trade show leads.
And the wisdom using an excellent follow-up system to take advantage of the great
opportunity they present for new sales.

D: Make your follow up of trade show leads memorable
There are many different ways to follow up on trade show prospects. You can send thank you notes
(see Strategy 12), make follow up phone calls, send newsletters (see Strategy 13), do in-person sales
presentations, and much more.
Here are some quick ideas on how to make some of these follow up communications memorable… so
you stand out from your competitors.
Make your sales letters stand out:
Surprise or delight your letter reader.
When all your competition is sending out their literature in an envelope, you can take this opportunity
to stand out from the crowd by doing something a bit different.
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Example:
One company sent out a box with a picture of a large aspirin tablet and the caption, “Headache Relief
Kit”.
Inside were three different types of pain reliever and the requested brochures.
When this box arrived, it was opened first. When the follow up call came, 100% of the prospects
remembered getting the box, and 94 % asked for a salesperson to call.
Thank you notes:
When you meet a particularly interesting person at a trade show,
send them a hand written thank you note. This doesn’t have to
be long (maybe 25-50 words) and should go out within 24 hours.
Say something like this:
“Hi Mary, it was great to meet you today. I’ve been thinking
about what you told me you need and I believe I have the
perfect answer. I’ll call you on Tuesday. Regards John.”
Or…

“Hi Steve, thanks for stopping by our stand at the XYZ trade show. I enjoyed our chat and look forward
to talking again soon. I’ll be in touch with more info in the next 3 days. Regards Sue.”
The average person gets less than 2 hand written thank you notes each year from people in business, so
they’re always remembered when you send them out. Thank you notes are an excellent way to position
your business as being superior to your competitors by showing you value the personal touch with the
people you deal with.
Phone calls:
These are far less common today and are a great way to differentiate your business from many of your
competitors.
Just pick up the phone and call. Let your prospect know you’re calling based on your meeting with
them at the trade show. When your call is answered by a gatekeeper, such as a secretary or assistant,
get this person involved in the process. You might say something like this: “We met at the show, and he
asked me to call and follow up on our conversation. When is the best time for me to reach him when we
could speak for about 15 minutes?”
If the contact isn’t currently available, schedule a telephone appointment.
If you get an answering machine or voicemail, leave a message that makes the prospect want to get
back to you.
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For example, say, “Hello, this is Harrison Smith with XYZ business I’m glad you stopped by our exhibit
at the ABC trade show. I’m following up like you requested. Unfortunately the notes from the show are
kind of brief. All I need is a minute to get the information you requested. Please call me on 1234-5678.”
If you offer a premium or giveaway, say something like this “As soon as we speak, we can get your free
gift out to you.”
Remember to always leave your phone number even if you think your prospect has it on hand.
If you have the E-mail address of your visitor, use this to follow up in addition to your phone call.
What are you going to do to make your follow up communications memorable to
your trade show prospects?
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Get Noticed Strategy 3: Share Helpful “How To” Articles

Lori Nash Byron (Famous in Your Field: http://famousinyourfield.com/) gave some excellent marketing
advice a while ago.
Lori was talking about the power of sharing helpful articles.
By using “How to” Articles, it’s pull marketing, not push marketing.
Prospects are drawn to you, rather than you pushing your firm brochures and sales meetings at them.
One of the best features of how to articles is how it helps you leverage your marketing and sales efforts.
Instead of making sales calls and meeting with prospects one-on-one, your how to article reaches tens,
hundreds or thousands of people.
Article Marketing Example:
I did some work about a year ago with Andor Technology, a global leader in the manufacture of highperformance scientific imaging cameras, as well as microscopy and spectroscopy systems.
I was asked to write a series of articles aimed at neuroscientists working in the field of optogenetics.
This involves the use of light to study neurons and neural networks in the brain in order to investigate
animal and human behaviour.
Specifically, one of the articles highlighted 7 key questions to ask when choosing imaging equipment
for this type of research (almost like a mini special report or white paper).
The article itself opens up with a quick introduction to the field of
optogentics:
“Progress in technology, new scientific discoveries and even the birth of new
fields are made possible, not only by the inquisitive minds of scientists, but
also by the tools and technology at their disposal.
But at the same time, research is often limited by this same technology.”
Note that the article does not start off by giving tons of boring technical
information. Instead, it engages readers by introducing the bigger picture,
and also by stating a problem.
This motivates the prospect to read on by giving real-world implications of the technology in question.
This sets up the rest of article, and effortlessly leads into the 7 questions.
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The article also presents a couple of quotes that put the topic into context, such as:
“One thing that’s been very much discussed,” Adesnik says, “is how we can control the cells one at a
time, or 10 at a time, or 1,000 at a time — but extremely specifically.”
A final point: the article was advertised on www.
photonics.com. The full link is here: https://www.
photonics.com/wpp1600/7_Questions_to_Ask_When_
Choosing_an_Optogenetics
You can read the introduction paragraph, but because
the article is gated, any potential customers need to
submit their contact information before they can read
the full piece.
You should do this whenever possible, because
collecting contact information in exchange for an article, report, white paper etc. allows you to keep in
touch regularly and build your audience of scientific prospects.
Article Marketing Example 2:
In April 2017, I wrote an article promoting Specac and their line of PearlTM Liquid Analysers, used to
analyze hydrocarbons in water.
The article was just over 900 words long and talked about
how toxic CHCs in water samples are extremely hazardous
to human health. It also mentioned how governments are
looking for fast and affordable ways of measuring water
pollution levels.
In essence, the article was all about how FTIR spectroscopy
is the ideal tool for analyzing these pollution levels, and then
went onto position Specac as the ideal provider.
The article gave helpful information, and positioned Specac as an expert in the field of FTIR
spectroscopy for water pollution.
Here is the actual article I wrote….
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================================================================

Fast and Effortless Analysis of Hydrocarbons in Water using FTIR Spectroscopy
April, 2017
Introduction: The harmful effects of water pollution
Almost 700 million people around the world don’t have access to clean drinking water. This is according
to the World Health Organization (WHO) and UNICEF’s 2015 Progress on Sanitation and Drinking
Water [1]. And in developed countries, population growth, industrial expansion, and intense agricultural
practices have resulted in rising contamination levels in our water supplies.
Much of this contamination comes from chlorinated aliphatic hydrocarbons and chlorinated aromatic
hydrocarbons (CHCs). These contaminants are toxic and carcinogenic, and are usually found in
environmental water samples. They pose a serious threat to the ecosystem and human health. Long
chain CHCs are particularly harmful, due to their persistence in water, and their tendency to form films
on the water’s surface. The unwanted effects of this can include interference with anaerobic and aerobic
biological processes.
Obviously, measuring the pollution levels in water is critical to protecting human and environmental
health. It’s also critical to controlling the level of CHCs in our water supplies – ideally preventing
this contamination altogether – requiring constant monitoring using simple, yet practical analytical
techniques.
Because of the risk involved, effective detection of water contamination is vital. As a result,
governments around the world are looking to quick, reliable, and affordable methods to measure water
pollution levels.
The ideal tool for analyzing hydrocarbon levels in water
When analyzing CHC levels in water, the challenge is to use a suitable liquid-liquid extraction method
with an environmentally friendly solvent. This makes it possible to quantitate these hydrocarbons
rapidly, safely, and with less expense. And while various techniques have been used for this, infra-red
(IR) spectroscopy is one of the most common.
IR spectroscopy has been used to measure oil and grease in water from offshore oil operations. In
the past, the halogenated solvents used were sources of ozone-depleting chemicals, and so were
considered hazardous. So governments usually looked to other methods for analyzing general
environmental water samples. With the advent of new techniques and research into IR methods,
there has been a renewed interest in IR spectroscopy – using non-halogenated solvents – for the
measurement of CHC levels in water. These improvements have made IR systems portable, sensitive
and easy to use.
Today, this technique is used in various other applications and environmental water samples. In
particular, Fourier transform infra-red (FTIR) spectroscopy is considered a fast and non-destructive
method for organic molecules, due to the generated fingerprint spectra [2-4].
However, choosing the right FTIR model for hydrocarbon analysis can be challenging. The ideal system
should be small and portable, so it’s not restricted to work in research labs, and can be used in the field.
It should offer fast measurements, as well as high accuracy and repeatability. The model should be easy
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to use, and offer several path-lengths for added versatility. And as mentioned above, any solvents used
should be safe and environmentally friendly.
Case Study: using FTIR to measure hydrocarbon levels
A specific type of FTIR spectroscopy – attenuated total reflectance (ATR) FTIR – was used to study CHCs
in water [2]. A variety of CHCs were detected, including monochlorobenzene, 1,2-dichlorobenzene,
1,3-dichlorobenzene, trichloroethylene, perchloroethylene, and chloroform. The authors conclude that
this technique of ATR-FTIR has significant potential as a future method of measuring CHC levels in
contaminated water.
The overall purpose of the study was to evaluate a new sensor based on this technique, and it’s ability
to accurately quantify water pollutants. The particular FTIR sensor used allowed fast, sensitive, and
simultaneous detection of the aforementioned CHCs. Parts-per-billion (ppb) concentration levels were
detected, and all CHCs were measured in a single step without pretreatment of the sample.
The success of the technique was attributed to the dedicated transducer geometry of the sensor, and
the hydrophobic ethylen/propylene copolymer (E/P-co) coating, on the membrane – ideal for the
enrichment of hydrophobic hydrocarbons. Overall, this study demonstrates the effective use of FTIR
spectroscopy to measure CHC levels in water.
Get the ideal FTIR system for analyzing hydrocarbons in water
The PearlTM Liquid Analyser from Specac is a high specification liquid transmission accessory, ideal
for measuring hydrocarbon pollutants in water. It’s the perfect choice for this application because it
offers faster, more accurate and more repeatable analysis than traditional liquid cells. And it’s one of
the easiest instruments to use. The Pearl™ Liquid Analyser can be fitted with ZnSe or CaF2 windows,
and these can be interchanged in seconds. Oyster™ cells are available in five path-lengths for added
versatility: 50μm, 100μm, 200μm, 500μm and 1,000μm.
For more information, please visit Specac’s PearlTM product page at http://www.specac.com/products/
pearl/727
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Notice how the article opens by stating a problem.
It then moves on and gives the ideal solution to that problem, along with presenting a case study. This
is a version of what’s known in copywriting circles as the “motivating sequence”. It motivates your
reader to continue down through the article, all the way to the end.
Also notice the call-the-action (CTA) at the end of this article. This is an example of direct response
marketing (which we’ll talk about in more detail in Strategy 5).
Having a CTA at the end of every marketing piece you put out is ideal, because it invites the reader
to take the next step, and move further along your sales cycle. Sadly, many scientific equipment
manufacturers don’t include a CTA in any of their literature, and so they leave significant revenue on the
table.
Article Marketing Example 3:
I wrote another article last year for the materials science
division of AzONetwork Group, the leading online
publication for the materials science community.
They regularly post articles on their blog about all kinds
of materials science topics, which keeps their website
updated and fresh. This, in turn, keeps their readers
(materials scientists) coming back again and again.
Some of these articles are commissioned by specific
companies, as it keeps these companies “top-of-mind”
with their current customers, as well as introduces their
equipment to new prospects.
This article was titled, “Benefits and Applications of Electroactive Polymer Actuators”. As this title
suggests, the article discussed the benefits of electroactive polymers (EAPs), which are a type of
flexible, elastic polymer (elastomer) that change size or shape when stimulated by an electric field.
This was a general article, and wasn’t promoting any particular product or company. But it’s aimed at
scientists researching EAPs, and so brings these readers to AzO’s blog to find out more.
The full article can be read here: https://www.azom.com/article.aspx?ArticleID=13516
“Not only do we value Colm’s experience within the Scientific arena, we also value his vast
knowledge in writing for the web. Skills that seldom go hand in hand when you are looking for
writers within the scientific communication space. Colm’s professional approach has been of great
benefit, with quality articles turned around within a short space of time that require little or no
editing.”
Kristopher Walker, Head of Content, AZoNetwork Group
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The key with using ‘how to’ articles is to give your readers some genuinely useful ideas and tips
that they can easily put into action.
So how do you write useful ‘how to’ articles that attract ideal potential clients?
Just pick a common problem your ideal customers might have and explain how to solve that problem.
For instance, a problem that some research scientists might have is choosing the right instrument for
their specific needs. This is a legitimate concern, with so many options to choose from and with all the
information published every day, it can get overwhelming! So why not write an article on how to easily
select the right instrument for a certain type of research?
Use plain English in your ‘how to’ article and make it simple and easy to understand.
Have an action exercise that people can use to put your advice into action.
And offer an easy next step for people to take if they’re interested in finding out more about your
services.
What helpful information can you provide in a ‘How to Article” that potential
customers for your scientific equipment would find useful?
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Get Noticed Strategy 4: Use the “Daily Four” to Build Your Network
A few years ago, I read a book called Book Yourself Solid, written by marketing expert Michael Port
(www.MichaelPort.com)

In the book, Michael commented that he tries to get his clients to do the least amount of marketing that
will produce the greatest results.
This is something all companies can benefit from, including manufacturers and suppliers of scientific
equipment.
And that’s where the Daily Four to Build Your Network comes in.
Let me pass you over to Michael to explain how this works…
When most people think of networking, they think of it as something you do to meet new people.
However, might I suggest defining networking as ‘developing deeper relationships with people you
already know’ and using the term direct outreach to mean ‘meeting people that you don’t yet know
but would like to know’?
Of course, ultimately, it doesn’t really matter which words you use but, rather, that you make a
distinction between meeting new people and staying connected with the people you already know.
If you make this important distinction, it can help you stay focused on each area specifically and
deliberately.
To that end, there are four simple but meaningful daily action steps that will build your network of
scientific buyers.
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Let’s start with DIRECT OUTREACH.
Again, this is about meeting the scientists, end-users, and technical folk that may need your scientific
products and services - people you don’t yet know but would like to know.
I’m not talking about the Oprah’s of the world, although hanging out with Oprah would certainly be
good for business.
No, I’m talking about the scientists that are immediately relevant to you.
People in your industry who can open doors for you, people
you can actually, and relatively easily, get to.
Start by creating your List of 20.
This list includes 20 people that you’d like to know but do not
yet know.
For example:
•

If you want to get your company booked to speak at a science conference, you might include
specific meeting planners.

•

If you want to get booked to write articles for trade journals and science magazines, you might
include specific editors.

•

If you want to meet well-known bloggers or scientific authors, you might include them.

•

Or, maybe, if there are specific potential referral partners that you’d like to meet, you might
include them.

(Notice the use of the world “specific.”)
Put these people on your List of 20. Of course, if you don’t have 20 people who come to mind right
now, just start with three. But eventually you’ll grow it and keep it at 20.
Why? Keeping your list at 20 ensures that it’s a large enough so as to keep your focus expansive, yet
small enough that you’re able to focus on each person specifically.
What do you do with this list?
Simple. Reach out to one person on this list each day.
NOT to ask for a favour or to meet for coffee but to express appreciation for them and their work.
•

Write a blog post about them or comment on a blog post that they wrote.

•

Retweet a few of their Tweets in one day or Tweet about them or to them.

•

Even better, write a short (under 5 lines) email or handwritten note to them telling them why
they impress you.
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The key is not asking anything of them.
One of my favourite quotes is from Winston Churchill.
He said, “It’s a mistake to look too far ahead. Only one link in the chain of destiny can be handled at a
time.” I believe building relationships is the same way.
So, if there is someone you’d like to get to know and they have a higher professional status than you,
don’t call them up and ask to meet them for a cup of coffee. You’re probably not (yet) relevant to them
unless they have some prior connection to you.
Remember, “Only one link in the chain of destiny at a time.”
After you reach out to the person on the top of the list, put them on the bottom. So, the person that
you reached out today goes from number one to number twenty. The person who was number twenty
becomes number nineteen and the person who was number two advances to the number one spot.
Then, tomorrow, reach out to the next person at the top of that list. Do this every single business day.
This way, each day you’re connecting with, at least, one person on your List of 20. And, over the course
of one month, you’ll have connected with every person on your List of 20.
How long should this take you?
About 5 minutes a day.
Of course, if you develop a strong connection right away and your relationship starts to build quickly
then you take them off your List of 20 and add them to what I call your Network of 90.
This is where your NETWORKING comes into play (developing deeper relationships with the people
you already know).
The reason I suggest you keep a Network of 90 is because it will help you focus on a specific,
manageable, number of relevant contacts. Again, these are people you already know (or have met) that
you’d like to stay in touch with and continue to build stronger relationships.
If you focus on the most relevant ninety people in your network
along with the twenty people on your List of 20, then you stay
below “Dunbar’s number of 150” which is a theoretical cognitive limit
to the number of people with whom one can maintain stable social
relationships.
You don’t need to know a million people, just the right people who
can put business opportunities in front of you. Your job is to earn that
business.
Now you’ve got your Network of 90.
And, as you might remember I suggested that you do four things each day to build your network and
get booked solid.
The first was to reach out to one person on your List of 20 each day.
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The second, third, and fourth daily action steps will bring you closer to the people in your Network of
90.
Introduce two people in your network who do not yet know each
other but might find each other relevant (personally or professionally)
and appreciate the introduction.
If you are nervous about whether or not you should make the
introduction, you might ask each one individually.
For example, maybe you know two people that are in the microscopy
field or two people in a particular life science industry. Both would
present excellent opportunities for making an introduction.
Generally, scientists and researchers want to continue to move forward in their careers and, to do so,
they know it’s essential for them to meet new people.
As a result, 9.9 times out of 10 they are going to say “Oh, yes, please do introduce me. Thank you!”
Note: when you make the introduction, share only professional, public contact information unless it’s
requested that you share private contact information instead.
Next, each day, share some useful or helpful information with at least one person in your Network of 90.
The easiest way to do this is by reading articles in online magazines, science journals, and blogs every
day, the ones that are most relevant to your network.
When you see an article relevant to one of the people in your network, send it to them via email and
say, “Hey, Jennifer, I just read this article and I immediately thought of you. It was about ‘this’ and I
know you’re very interested in ‘that’ so I thought you might find it valuable. Have you read it? What do
you think?”
And now you can get into a conversation with her about the subject matter and, as a result, develop
your relationship.
Let’s recap quickly on what we’ve learned thus far.
Each day:
1. Reach out to one person you do not yet know on your List of 20.
2. Introduce two people in your Network of 90.
3. Share some information that is useful to one person in your Network of
90.
And, finally, fourth, share compassion with somebody in your network every
day by calling or writing them. If you get their voicemail simply say, “I was
thinking about you and I know that you are really working hard right now. I just wanted to say if you ever
need any support I am here because I just have so much respect for what you are doing.”
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Or, if you know somebody is going through a tough time, sometimes the most relevant thing to do is to
just go and sit with them.
We make the assumption that networking is quid pro quo and that our reputation is based only on the
work we do, but it’s not.
It’s based on who we are and how we take care of the people around us.
In conclusion, if you do these four things every single day, and if you are relevant to the people that
you want to build better relationships with, then you’re going to be top of mind when they think of
someone who provides the kind of services that you do.
This is pretty simple to do, isn’t it?
Colm’s Comment:
I love this Daily Four Strategy to Build Your Network from Michael.

It only takes 15 minutes a day to do and it costs nothing but a little time.

Best of all, by using the Daily Four you make a positive connection with all the people in your List of 20
each month and most of the people in your Network of 90.
You will get to meet and connect with people who are important to your company by reaching out to
one person each day in your List of 20 (these are people you want to know).
And you’re also making a positive connection each day with four people in your network of 90 with the
other three activities you’re doing.
All of this is super simple to do and only takes a few minutes.
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Get Noticed Strategy 5: Test Direct Response Marketing
There’s an old story about a rookie salesman who outsold
his colleagues by 200% every year.
But, by all standards, this rookie was a terrible salesman,
and always scored the lowest in any aptitude test given to
the sales reps.
So after 3 years of repeated success and breaking company records, the manager decided to sit down
with this salesman, and with the help of a psychologist, try to figure out why he was outperforming his
peers.
The psychologist asked him to outline the exact routine he went through with each prospect.
“I put the product catalogue on the table between us” said the salesman.
“OK… and then what?” inquired the psychologist.
“I open it to page one, and ask the prospect if they would like to buy the product on that page.”
“And what happens if the client says no?”
“Well, then I turn to the second page and ask if they would like to buy that product instead.”
“And if he says no?”
“Then I turn to page 3 and…”
“Alright, alright” said the exasperated psychologist. “I get the picture. But what happens when you go
through the entire book and they say no to you on every page?”
“I flip the book over”, said the salesman, “and then I open up page one again and ask if they want to
buy that product.”
Always ask for the next step
The above story offers some good advice for science marketers wanting to attract and keep more
customers.
Namely, you don’t get business you don’t ask for.
So how much business are you losing because you’re not asking for it?
Of course, with science marketing, we’re usually talking about the “next
step”, rather than the sale itself.
But the principle is the same: how many times are you not asking for
the next step?
Moving your prospects through your sales cycle – by continually asking
them to do something – is crucial.
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This is the hallmark of direct marketing: always asking your reader to take that step. It’s the equivalent of
holding out your hand, and leading them through your sales cycle.
But many science marketers don’t do this?
For instance, I’m always amazed at how many white papers and application notes don’t have a call-toaction at the end.
Direct response example #1: Improve your brochures with direct marketing
Let’s take the brochure as an example.
Most brochures aren’t used as direct response tools. Instead, they’re used purely as branding or image
pieces. Or they’re used to provide product information.
Now, there’s nothing wrong with using your brochure to give your buyers the information they need.
But it should also move them to take action.
So the first thing you can do to encourage this is provide a call-to-action or ‘next step’ at the end of
your brochures.
You should also write your brochure so that its content provides value (beyond product information).
And give it a title that reflects that value. For example, a title like 7 Ways XYZ Technology Solves All
Your Experimental Needs” is much better than just listing the product name on the front cover.
So when you promote your brochures in ads or on your website, you can provide more incentive for
readers to download it.
When you improve the content of your brochure, and blend it with direct response techniques, you’ll
make them more effective. You’ll also see a significant increase in response over the long run.
And yes, by always asking for the next step, you attract and keep more customers too.
Direct response example #2: Improve your application notes with direct response marketing
Application notes are used by most scientific equipment companies to showcase how their products
were used to get specific results.
But there are specific direct response elements you can include in your application notes to make them
more effective at getting your company noticed.
With that in mind, below are eight ideas to get you started on writing application notes that become
profitable lead generating tools for your scientific products and services.
And these ideas can also be used for other long-form technical content such as white papers and
articles.
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1. Include an abstract
An abstract needs to be included to tell readers what they’ll get from reading your application note.
Alternatively, in the introduction, have a paragraph at the end that summarises the app note
content. Most people want to know what they’re getting from a long technical document before they
invest time reading it.
2. Give it an interesting and benefit-oriented title
Boring titles are one of the biggest mistakes in application notes used for lead generation.
One of the best ways of spicing up an application note title is to include a benefit.
Also consider using action words and numbers. For instance: “7 Questions to Ask When Choosing an
AFM Model”
3. Make sure it’s not a sales pitch
The body copy of the application note shouldn’t mention the company or product names. Only the callto-action at the end does this.
Instead, the copy talks generally about the technology, field or problem. Bottom line: mentioning the
product or company in the body copy makes the app note or article look like a sales brochure – not
ideal for lead generation.
4. Target a specific stage in the buying cycle
Make sure you’re crystal clear on what stage of the buying cycle you’re writing your content for.
An app note used to generate interest and leads at the beginning of the cycle won’t be much good to
you as a product evaluation guide.
5. Narrow down the readership to one target audience
An application note written for one audience works best. Otherwise you risk writing something that
doesn’t appeal to anyone.
And it’s important you’re specific here. Don’t just say “scientific buyers”. Dig deep into exactly who will
be reading the document.
For example, a company selling atomic force microscopes might specify their target audience as:
“scientists who wish to study ionic liquids for electrochemical storage devices, but who may not be
aware of the potential of AFM.”
6. Avoid putting the product name in the title
For lead-generation purposes, you don’t want to have a product name (or your company name) in the
title.
Doing so will make your document look like a sales pitch or brochure, undermining your credibility
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7. Consider putting the job function in the title
Putting the job function in the title increases the quality of leads generated and attracts more attention
because you’re specifying whom the application note is for.
For the AFM company mentioned above, their application note could include the subtitle: “A Guide for
Li-Ion Battery Research Scientists”
8. Have a call-to-action at the end
You don’t want to go to the trouble of writing an application note and not have your reader take the
next step.
So figure out what you want your buyers to do after reading.
Maybe you want them to schedule a product demo, call for more information, visit a landing page or
your contact page or visit your booth at an upcoming tradeshow.
Whatever it is, tell them exactly what you want them to do, why they should do it and how they should
do it.
Application notes can be terrific tools for lead generation. But they need to be optimised for this
specific objective. If you write them for any other purpose, they won’t be as effective.
Example: Application note for AFM company attracts new leads
I did some work for a company that sold atomic force
microscopes for various research applications. Part of the
consultation was to write an application note and landing
page to promote one of their microscopes. This particular
example was targeted at scientists working in lithium-ion
battery research.
The application note was titled, “Toward Better Charge
Storage: AFM Determines Key EDL Properties in Future
Ionic Liquid Electrolytes”, and can be downloaded from
this page, https://www.oxford-instruments.com/businesses/
nanotechnology-tools/asylum-research/applications/energystorage/get-the-app-note-toward-better-storage-charge-af
Research for this note involved interviewing scientists working
in 3 different research teams around the world, about how
they used the AFM in question to achieve their results and
publish papers.
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Let’s see how this application note follows the above 8 points.
1. It inlcudes an abstract at the start, which helps readers understand the key points of the piece.
2. It contains a benefit-oriented title, “Toward Better Charge Storage”. This immediately peaks the
interest of any scientists working in battery research.
3. Neither the company, nor the product, are mentioned in the body copy of the application note.
4. This app note was written as a lead generation piece, to attract interest and bring in leads at the
beginning of the buying cycle
5. The target audience for this application note was research scientists working in energy storage
research who may need AFM. This is very specific.
6. The product name does not appear in the title.
7. The job function or target audience (in this case, research scientists working on ionic liquid
electroytes) is not mentioned in the title. But the term “ionic liquid electrolytes” is mentioned, and
this implies the target audience for the piece.
8. A short, and to-the-point call-to-action is presented at the end of the piece: “For more information
on the Asylum Research Cypher AFM for studying ionic liquids, or to request a formal quotation,
visit http://www.oxford-instruments.com/no-other-afm-like-it. Alternatively, contact an Asylum
Research sales representative by calling +1 805 696 6466”
“Thanks Colm for providing the information on optimizing the response rate of app notes. I
respect your ability to multitask and repurpose content. The application note is in good shape
now and consistent with what I expected. I’d happily work with you again”
Ben Ohler, Director of Marketing, Asylum Research
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Direct response example #3: 8 proven ideas for improving your landing pages
The copy on the landing pages you use to promote your application notes should be minimal. But
don’t take it for granted. Small changes in copy, format and design can result in a significant increase in
conversion.
1. Brand every landing page. Your company logo should be visible on each landing page. The top of
the page is ideal. But it can be placed anywhere, as long as it’s clearly visible.
This way, visitors instantly know who’s offering the content. This is important because they want to see
known brands they trust. They want to know they’ve landed on the right page.
2. Make sure the key messages are restated. The headline and bullets you use in emails, letters or ads
promoting your application notes should be reused on the landing page.
This provides continuity between the email/ad and the landing page, so the reader will know they’ve
come to the right place. You’ll also be repeating the same messages they responded to in the ad/
email, further increasing their desire to download the content.
3. Always use the word “free” wherever possible. Free is one of the most persuasive words at your
disposal. Use it in your landing page copy, emails and ads to increase response.
Don’t assume your prospects will know it’s free. If the word isn’t used, response rates could drop
significantly.
4. Leave out any navigation buttons. A focused landing page works best. Navigation links will only
distract the reader and increase the chance they’ll click away.
I recommend checking out LeadPages (https://www.leadpages.net/). They’re pretty much the industry
leader in clean, response boosting landing pages. Also, do not send prospects to your website
homepage for the same reasons.
5. Simplify the form. Make sure the sign-up form doesn’t have too many fields.The more fields the
prospect has to fill out, the less likely they are to complete the form.
The fields Name, Phone, Organisation, Position and Email are enough. If you need more fields, consider
setting those three as required and the rest optional.
6. Test, test, test. You should also do A/B split tests for individual page elements.
For example, test 2 different titles. Test the image. Test the copy. Obviously only test one thing at a
time, but always be optimising the page so the conversion improves over time.
7. Never leave them guessing. Make sure the call-to-action is spelled out clearly. Ideally, repeat the callto-action twice on a short-form landing page.
For example, before you list any bullet points, the call-to-action might be: “Click the button below to
download this free 8-page application note”. Then restate the call-to-action again on the download
button: “Download the app note now”.
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8. Avoid clutter. Write as little copy on the page as possible. Keep the copy short and focused.
The page should be clean, with plenty of white space. People skim when reading online, so the landing
page should be easy to read. So use bullet points as much as possible.
Example: “Clean”, link-free landing page for app note
I created a landing page (shown right) for the above
application note for Asylum Research.
Notice how it follows the above 8 points:
1. The page is branded with the Oxford Instruments logo.
This logo is familiar to their prospect and customers,
and so they know they’re in the right place.
2. The key messages of the app note are restated in the
headline, subheadline, and 4 bullet points
3. The word “free” is used in the subheadline: “Click the button below to download this free
6-page application note”
4. Notice how the page is “clean”, free of any navigation links. This minimises distraction, and leaves
the prospect with only one choice: Download the app note.
5.
The form (shown on the left) has 5 fields. Arguably, we
could probably leave out Organization or Position, making it
simpler, but these are key pieces of info when targeting scientists
and researchers.
6.
Asylume Research actually tested this landing page
against one of their own used on the Oxford Instruments website.
Their previous pages had navigation links, and were quite messy,
and they wanted to test a clean, link-free landing page. Testing is
critical in direct response.
7. The call-to-action is spelled out in the subheadline, “Click the button below to download this free
6-page application note”, and in the orange button at the bottom, “Download the App Note Now”.
8. I’ll admit, looking at this page now, I could have taken out some of the copy here (hey nobody’s
perfect). But all the key messages are stated, and it ended up being an effective landing page.
The page can be seen on my samples page, www.sciencecopywriting.com/samples
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One last thing: please respect your website as a direct response vehicle.
Too many companies selling scientific products and services treat their website like a brochure –
something to advertise who they are and what they do.
While your website can do that, its main aim should be to collect the contact information of anybody
who lands there. You can then follow up with these people and nurture them through your sales cyce.
In other words, your website should be a lead generation tool. You should have a way for scientific
buyers to raise their hands and show interest.
So make sure there’s a call-to-action (CTA) on every page. This includes primary and secondary “next
steps”. Secondary next steps are for those scientific buyers who aren’t ready to contact you, schedule
a demo, call you on the phone, or any other primary CTA. Secondary CTAs can include registering for
your newsletter, or downloading a white paper.
First things first. Make sure there’s a call to action at the end of every marketing
piece you create. This includes your website. Always have a next step, which guides
your prospects through your sales cycle, leading them to a buying decision.
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Rule Two: Make Buying Easy
Make buying easy means you use marketing
strategies that reduce or eliminate any fears,
doubts, or concerns that potential customers
might have around buying and using your
scientific equipment.
It also means you help people to see clearly
why your products are the perfect solution
to help them to quickly improve their current
situation.
And you want to show customers that
the real value they’ll enjoy by using your
products is easily worth 5-10 times their
investment.
It’s also more effective if you concentrate on building a warm audience that you add value to on a
regular basis (rather than focusing on making one off sales).

Here are some proven strategies that you can use to make buying easy…
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Make Buying Easy Strategy 6: Use Risk Reversal
What’s the one thing all science and technology companies have
in common?
Well, they all exist to generate revenue by providing
instrumentation or equipment to the scientific research community.
The problem is they have to do this by marketing to some pretty
skeptical folk.
Now, we’re all skeptical to some degree when making a purchase.
But business buyers need to be more cautious because they have to justify the expense to others.
And scientists are the ultimate skeptics.
Why?
Because they’ve years of academic training under their belt.
Academic research involves scrutiny at the highest levels. It’s their job to be skeptical of each other’s
work. The peer-review process of most scientific journals is testament to this.
Bottom line: you have your work cut out for you.
You have to generate a lead (a skeptical scientist), nurture that lead, and then convert that lead into a
customer.
Now, what happens when you’ve nurtured this lead through your sales cycle and the time comes for
them to make a decision?
Well, they can buy from you, from your competitors, or do nothing. That’s it.
So the question is: how do you get them to say yes to you, and no to your competitors?
The answer: you need to make sure you’ve the odds stacked in your favour.
Because no matter how well you’ve nurtured a lead, scientists are skeptical.
Yes, they’re looking for results, and your product can help them with that.
But they also want to avoid making a mistake and regretting the purchase.
Most buying decisions boil down to avoiding this regret. Nobody wants to make a mistake buying the
wrong instrument or piece of equipment for their research, or they’ll have to answer to someone.
And the quickest way of avoiding this regret is by saying no.
So you have to show them they wont regret buying anything from you.
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The secret of risk reversal
One terrific way of doing this is by removing the risk.
Sometimes called risk reversal, as discussed by marketing legend Jay Abraham in his outstanding book
“Getting Everything You Can Out Of All You’ve Got”, this involves your
company taking on most of the purchase risk, while minimizing it as
much as possible for your buyer.
One place you always see this is with specific purchase guarantees.
But often, these guarantees can be made stronger by using what Jay
calls a “better-than-risk-free” (BTRF) guarantee.
This is where you take your guarantee a step further so it becomes an
absolute no-brainer for your buyers to say yes.
Is your guarantee good enough to do that?
Guarantee example #1
Sigma Aldrich use the following guarantee for their MISSION
Predesigned siRNA product line:
“Upon purchase of three MISSION Predesigned siRNA targeting the same gene, at least two of the
siRNA will reduce target mRNA levels by 75% or greater, in cultured cells, when transfected at 30 nM
or greater. If two of the siRNA do not knockdown the target gene by 75%, Sigma®will provide three
additional siRNA for that gene target free of charge. In the case that there are no more siRNA for that
gene target or all siRNA fail to knock down the target gene by 75% or more, Sigma will refund the price
of the target set”
This is a strong guarantee, but they have several conditions that need to be met before the buyer can
take advantage of it. This could be stronger by making it unconditional.
Guarantee example #2
AFM workshop uses the following:
“AFMWorkshop Provides a 100% Satisfaction Guarantee.
If our AFMs can’t run your application, we will refund you the full purchase price!
Additionally, AFMWorkshop’s Atomic Force Microscopes are backed by a two-year, return-to-factory
warranty.”
Again, this is a strong guarantee. AFMWorkshop need to make sure they’re promoting this in all their
communications.
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Guarantee example #3
For another example, you can also take a look at my own BTRF guarantee.
See how the guarantee makes it as easy as possible for the buyer to say yes?
All these guarantees go beyond the basic “satisfaction guaranteed” offer. They’re specific, detailed and
minimize risk as much as possible.
Can you see how making a BTRF guarantee can boost your sales dramatically? If your prospects have
nothing to lose, then it’s easier to get them on board.
Collect “Raving Fan Testimonials”
One of the interesting things I’ve noticed in business is that if potential customers ‘see’ you as being
very good at what you do, it’s a lot easier to make sales to these people.
This makes perfect sense because most of us like to do business with people who are good at what they do.
The good news is that you’re instantly perceived as being good
when you share “Raving Fan” Testimonials from delighted
clients that go into great detail about the wonderful results
they’ve enjoyed using your service.
This all comes back to reversing the risk.
The key to testimonials is ‘who’ says something positive…
If you say something positive about your service, then people will always doubt what you say.
But if a happy client or customer says exactly the same thing about your service, this is instantly up to
10 times more believable and persuasive.
What this means is that you want your own customers saying positive things about your scientific
equipment and services, and the great results they achieved as a result of working with you.
So what’s the best way to collect Raving Fan Testimonials from your clients?
It’s very simple.
Just interview a small number of your best customers on the phone for 4-7 minutes. Yep, that’s all it
should take.
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Ask questions like these in your phone interview:
•

How did you first hear about our company/service/products?

•

What changes or improvements were you hoping to make as
a result of using our equipment/instruments/tools. (In other
words what positive results were you looking for?)

•

What are some of the things you like about our products/
services and how we work with you?

•

What are some of the benefits you’ve gained?

•

Why would you recommend us to other people?

I recommend you record each phone interview that you have with your clients.
I use a simple app called ‘Tape a Call.’ www.TapeACall.com
There is both an iPhone and Android version of this App.
I like this App because for around $15 a year I can record unlimited phone calls from my mobile phone.
Whenever I use this app I get a convenient MP3 file of each call which I can save and listen to whenever
I want.
Once you’ve finished each phone call write down what each customer said.
Just play back the recording of the call.
Use your customer’s own words and what they told you.
Then email this summary of their feedback to each customer, and ask them if they can approve or
modify it.
Nine times out of ten, they’ll be happy to approve what you’ve sent them.
The end result is you now have testimonials that are amazingly persuasive.
Now you can do the phone interviews yourself, or you can also hire an external person to do the
interviews on your behalf.
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Raving Fan Testimonial Example #1
Take a look at one of the testimonials about ScienceCareers on the Science website (http://www.
sciencemag.org/)
ScienceCareers helps scientists and recruiters connect with one another to maximize job search efforts.
================================================================“
About a year and half ago, as I was getting ready to wrap up my PhD (Neurobiology), I sat down and
asked myself, aside from taking up postdoctoral training- considered the default route, what would
I like and be able to do for a career. Among the readily visible options was medicine, public health,
business or law. I figured those options would help me specialize further and not necessarily broaden
my professional horizons which is where I wanted to take my career. More importantly, I did not want
to stray from science, but build on the experience I gained and instead work at perhaps a ‘big picture’
level. Picky, yes!
At that juncture, Science Careers was the first place I stopped by and visited most often since then. It
offered a wealth of information about degree programs, funding opportunities as well as job openings
(- see links below) and it continues to update its databases regularly and frequently. The website also
contained valuable first-person accounts of individuals who took up unconventional career paths and
in that sense they were pioneers. I read online articles on science policy, ethics and science writing and
decided to contact some of the authors. It was to my joyous surprise that I actually got replies from
them. They presented a balanced picture of what each of those career paths had to offer and the need
for professionals, who are proficient in the language of science and public-policy, to take on the role of
liaisons
The information, advice and encouragement I received, along with support from my PhD mentors,
made me comfortable in stepping outside the lab and confident in seeking out the necessary skills
to carve out an ‘alternate’ career - at the intersection of policy, ethics and writing - in an international
setting. I joined MA in International Science & Technology Policy (ISTP) degree program, at The George
Washington University (GWU), concentrating in Biomedical Policy & Ethics. Now, at the start of second
and final year of the program, I look forward to the remainder of an exciting journey learning new
subjects and issues and, equally importantly, networking which comes with living and working at the
heart of policy-making that is Washington, DC. As for the future, I feel challenged and excited about
what it has to offer.
Vidya N Nukala, PhD
The George Washington University
===============================================================
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The next Raving Fan Testimonial is for Aurora Scientific, a company that makes and sells scientific
instrumentation for the Life Sciences industry.
===============================================================
“We have used Aurora Scientific equipment in our lab to assess contractile muscle function and to
induce eccentric muscle damage in our animal models. It has provided us with a highly valuable
tool to further our research and provide us with a functional outcome to our cellular and molecular
studies. In addition to the equipment being of top quality, it is the service that elevates Aurora
above other research equipment companies. The representatives are extremely knowledgeable and
responsive to our software and equipment enquiries. This has greatly enhanced our experimental and
analyses throughput. I recommend Aurora highly and without hesitation.”
Dr. Thomas Hawke
McMaster University
================================================================
The last Raving Fan Testimonial is for Kurt J. Lesker Company, leading global provider of exceptional
customer service and high-quality vacuum equipment.
===================================================================
“We have worked together with KJLC on the design of an UHV chamber and other components to
build the first prototype to produce our novel passivation process for compound semiconductors. We
have used their online design tool and their 3D component libraries and product configurators to get
the preliminary 3D of our system, the whole process was extremely easy and fast. Their engineering
team is very skillful and friendly and it has given us excellent support during the whole project and
specifically in the design of complicated components such as customized transfer systems. We have
received the system on time and with premium quality from the first bolt all the way to the packing
materials! We are very happy with the end result as well as with the whole relationship and how KJLC
has dealt with the project. They have proven to be a top supplier and now we are willing to continue
doing business together. Thank you for the great work.”
Vicente Calvo Alonso
CEO, Founder
Comptek Solutions
================================================================
As you can see from these three real life examples, having just one Raving Fan Testimonial from a
delighted customer is a great marketing tool to encourage new scientists, companies, and research
institutions to use your scientific equipment and services.
My recommendation is that you collect positive testimonials (like these) from every
customer you work with.
The best time to collect these testimonials is after your clients have experienced
some positive results from using your products or services.
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Make Buying Easy Strategy 7: Keep it Simple
Here’s an easy way to increase your sales when talking to potential customers for your expensive
service, both in written and verbal format.
Use 2-3 simple and easy to understand stories or examples when you’re explaining how you might
be able to help potential clients. And make sure the copy in your marketing material is as simple as
possible.
Here’s a good example of keeping things simple:
Bob Bly, in his excellent report, “Writing Industrial Copy That Sells”, shares this example of convoluted
copy:
“It is absolutely essential that the interior wall surface of the conduit be maintained in a wet condition,
and that means be provided for wetting continually the peripheral interior wall surface during operation
of the device, in order to avoid the accumulation of particulate matter about the interior surface area”
What the heck does that mean?
Well, here’s how this piece of copy sounds when simplified:
“The interior wall must be continually wetted to avoid solids
buildup”

The first paragraph overuses technical jargon and isn’t easy to understand.

But the simplified sentence underneath is really simple and easy to understand.
Sure, scientists like technical specifics, but don’t overdo it. Simplify whenever possible.
Here’s another example:
“Most refractory coatings to date exhibit a lack of reliability when subject to the impingement of
entrained particulate matter in the propellant stream under extended firing durations”
Yes, I know. Another head scratcher.
But when we simplify down, we get:
“The exhaust gas eventually chews the coating of existing ceramics”.
Much better, don’t you think?
This is the simplicity you need to strive for when writing marketing communications that sell scientific
equipment and services.
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Trust me. The easiest way to improve your copy is by simplifying it.
Simplifying means ridding your copy of any filler and unnecessary words. It means shortening sentences
and paragraphs. Using simple words to convey a message makes your copy easier to read.
So get rid of useless words, stick to short familiar phrases and try to simplify ideas as much as possible.
No one has ever complained “you know what, I don’t like this white paper. It’s too easy to read.”
Always ask yourself: “What am I trying to say”? And then say it plainly.
How do you find simple stories and examples for your copy?
A great starting point before writing your copy is to interview 3-5 of your best clients on the phone.
•

Ask them why they chose to use your products or services.

•

Ask them what benefits they have enjoyed.

•

Ask them why they would recommend your company to other people.

•

Ask them if you can use this feedback when talking with potential new customers.

Then use some of the examples and stories they told you when you are talking with potential new
clients.
Here’s some more ideas for writing technical copy that sells:
Scientific companies may be selling their products to lab managers,
electron microscopy facility managers, end-user scientists, engineers or
other people who have a technical background.
Here’s Bob Bly again with some key points to keep in mind when writing
your marketing materials to these people:
1. Scientific and technical audiences are among the most sophisticated buyers, and technical
specifics are important. They’re buying your product or service to solve a specific problem, so your
copywriting needs to describe accurately what your product can and cannot do.
2. You need to be specific. Writing that your in-situ TEM heating holder can meet your buyer’s
toughest in-situ experimental needs is not specific. Saying that the holder can accommodate
temperatures up to 1200 oC is specific and useful. Concrete data instead of general information is
key.
3. Numbers are important. Whenever you can quantify something in specific terms, you should do
so. And all numbers and units need to be checked and double checked by whoever is writing your
marketing copy. In-situ grids for a TEM advertised as having a 50 μm silicon nitride membrane
window instead of 50 nm will draw suspicion and mistrust from anyone reading it. Sounds obvious,
but you would be surprised how many times this happens.
4. In scientific and technical copy, it’s important to stress both the benefits and features of a product or
service. In consumer copy, the features are translated into benefits and the benefits are then written
into the sales letter. With scientific copy, it’s important to include the features as well as the benefits.
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5. Put “selling” copy into your headlines, subheads and the body of the document. Use duller
technical info in the tables, side-bars, charts, inserts etc. Also include case studies to show proof
of how your product or service helped another scientific buyer. After all, the best marketing and
advertising is a satisfied customer!
6. Often, very subtle persuasion is used by positioning your company as a trusted and knowledgeable
advisor. Take a white paper for example. You have a product that solves a specific problem. You
write a white paper outlining this problem and what has been done before to try and solve this
problem. But you don’t talk about your product specifically. You’re not writing a flashy brochure.
Instead, you address the underlying technology in a general way and show people how to solve this
problem – but without bold claims or product mentions.
7. Include different information depending on who will be reading the copy. Technical people prefer
more specifics and more technical data. Business people and top management prefer shorter
documents that simplify the product and that get straight to the point. For instance, a white paper
written to support a product evaluation may include lots of technical information and be quite
long in order to cover all the necessary details an engineer or technical person will need to make a
buying decision. A white paper written for a business audience will be shorter and cover the more
high-level business aspects of a product.
8. Finally, incorporate direct marketing into your copy. Direct marketing was covered under Strategy 5
in the Get Noticed section, so refer back to that for details. As a quick refresher, make sure that your
copy tells your buyers what you want them to do and make sure the response is measured.
One thing I’ve realized from my time as a scientist is most of us are distrustful of sales, and attach a
“used car salesman” stigma to it.
We sometimes see it as sleazy and don’t respect it.
The lesson? Don’t make flashy presentations or put any hype or exaggeration into your copy.
Use facts, logic and subtle persuasion that provides the information your buyer needs. And above all,
keep things simple.
What simple copy and stories can you use in your business to boost your sales this
month? What is already working well to increase your sales and how can you do
more of what is already working well?
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Make Buying Easy Strategy 8: Ask The Right Questions
I remember working with a business coach about two years ago. Before I signed up to work with him,
I had an initial consultation that was the usual questions and answers rigmarole that precedes these
relationships.
And they weren’t really impressing me all that much.
But then this business coach asked me a simple question.
“Colm, if you were somehow able to improve the sales results of your
business by at least 20% over the next six months; what would that mean
to you?”
I pulled out a calculator and began to work out some figures.
And for the first time in the conversation, I started to become very interested in what this guy was
offering.
In another ten minutes, I had a signed order to work with him personally on my business.
All from the power of one good question that helped me see the ‘gap’ between where I was then and
where I wanted to be.
And while this isn’t the sort of thing you would ask a scientific buyer during the decision process, it does
highlight the importance of asking the right questions.
Remember: scientists are looking to get a specific set of results or data to support a hypothesis, so
they can publish their findings. According to marketing agency Up There Everywhere (http://www.
upthereeverywhere.com):
“The standard marketing practice of selling
something on the basis that it either increases a
company’s profit or reduces its costs doesn’t resonate
with scientists. For scientists, it’s about achieving
defendable experimental results as quickly as
possible. Products that can prove that they provide a
competitive edge in this area will appeal more than
those that don’t.”
Originally published on upthereeverywhere.com

This is what makes selling products and services to scientists a little different than general B2B.
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Asking the right questions example:
For instance, I did some work with a company selling microscopes to the life sciences industry. I was
hired to put together some reports for a lead generation campaign that was aimed at early-stage
scientists working in these industries.
One of the reports had a list of questions than a scientist should ask when buying a microscope for
their research. Flipping these questions around, they could also be used by a company selling these
microscopes in order to find out the needs of their potential buyers.
But first, here are a few bad example of questions:
•

What is your budget?

•

What is your time frame?

•

What are you interested in?

•

What other microscopes have you looked at?

There are two problems with asking you prospects cheap questions like these.
First of all, you come across as being just like all the other companies they speak to.
And secondly, bad questions do not add value to a new customer and make it easier for them to decide
‘what’ they really want to buy and ‘why’ they want to buy it.
That’s why asking ‘expensive questions’ works so well…
Instead, the microscopy company had questions like:
•

What biological information are you trying to gather?

•

Are you looking at thick or thin specimens?

•

Are you looking at a live or fixed specimen?

•

Do you want to use transmitted light or fluorescence?

•

What do you have available already?

•

Will you be imaging complex systems?

These kinds of questions allow you to tailor you solutions to the specific prospect, showing them the
value of what you offer, and making it easy for them to say yes.
But the best thing about asking the right questions is that it’s extremely helpful for your prospects and
customers.
By the time they answer a number of these questions, they’re a lot clearer in their own minds about the
outcomes they want to enjoy.
You’re also in a much better position to be able to help your client get the ideal outcome they want.
Isn’t that a simple way to improve every sales presentation you make?
What are some of ‘the right questions’ you could ask your potential clients?
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Make Buying Easy Strategy 9: Build a Warm Audience and Nurture Them
Effectively
Most scientific purchases involve long sales cycles. Which means
it’s going to take several months before your prospects are ready
to buy.
So the key here is to nurture any leads you’ve generated, by
providing helpful information on a regular basis. This takes
discipline, and many science companies drop the ball. They don’t
keep in touch with their audience enough. You also need to focus
on building your warm audience, so you have more potential
buyers to talk to.
Providing helpful and valuable information regularly will position your company as the obvious choice
when it comes time for a buying decision, making it easy for your prospects to say yes.
Nurturing the sales cycle example
Below is an example of a nurturing campaign that I worked on with a manufacturer of scientific
equipment last year.
The specifics of this campaign will be different depending on your company, target audience and
products/services. But the outline will apply to most companies selling instrumentation, software and
equipment to science labs. Remember: the important point is providing valuable information regularly,
keeping your company top-of-mind.
And I’ve deliberately kept things simple, since the idea is to get it up and running as soon as possible.
Most of you are starved for time, so it doesn’t make sense to add a ton of detail.
Take a look at the 7 steps below, and thing about how you could tailor this to suit your own company:
Step 1: Create a report/white paper/guide that addresses a key challenge (see Strategy #1).
First, outline a few key challenges that your buyers are dealing with. You then need to sit down and
write a helpful guide that addresses one or more of these challenges.
This can be a white paper, a special report, a resource guide… whatever. It doesn’t matter what you call
it, but be sure to give it a title that promises real value. You can do this by putting the challenge in the
title, and an implied benefit.
If it’s early stage researchers who have just received funding, write a report that helps them. For
scientists, a guide on how to manage a research project or survive their time in academia would be
useful.
Warning: this needs to be unbiased. It needs to be genuinely useful, without pitching your company or
product.
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Step 2: Create a selection guide
Next, create a selection guide that helps your audience make a decision on what equipment they need.
This is also known as a buyer’s guide.
I was recently on the website of a company that sells cryogenic research equipment. They have a
“selection guide” posted on their website, but their marketing manager said they don’t do much else
with it. They just have a link to it on their homepage. It’s not in PDF form either, just a webpage. And it’s
not gated.
You need to think differently. You need contact details so you can follow up with and nurture your
prospects. So a downloadable PDF in exchange for this info is best.
Again, it needs to be unbiased. You can provide important criteria they can use to make a decision.
Obviously, your products meet these criteria, but you’re not saying this directly in the Buyer’s Guide.
Step 3: Write a list report
By a list report, I mean a short (1-2 pages) document that summarizes the most important points of one
or more of the guides in Step 1 and Step 2.
It should be a quick read, and easy to scan.
You can use it as a lead magnet, a document to nurture prospects, or you can break it up into a series of
emails to promote the guides. And be sure to put a number in the title of the report. For example, “7
Steps to Choosing the Right AFM for Your Research”
Step 4: Write the promotional material for the campaign.
This means the ads, emails and letters you’re going to use to promote these guides, and nurture your
prospects. The first thing you’ll need to do here is put together a separate landing page for every report
you create.
And make sure these are “dedicated” landing pages that don’t have navigation links (see Strategy 5).
Remember, you don’t want to send them to your homepage where they can get lost.
Step 5: Clarify the sequence
You need to decide on how you’ll use these guides in the campaign. In other words, figure out the
sequence.
Since we’re talking about nurturing, one option is to promote the original guide first, as this will be
immediately helpful to your prospects.
The list report can be sent as a “summary” document to those
who have downloaded one or both guides. Alternatively, you can
use the list report to get people to sign up. Then promote the
first guide and buyer’s/selection guide as a way for them to get
more information.
It also helps to figure out the call-to-action for each piece of
content. What do you want the reader to do next?
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So, for example:
1. Set up a landing page for each guide, and write the promotional ads and emails.
2. Send the original white paper to your list. This should be people who are currently dealing with the
challenge the white paper addresses.
3. The call-to-action at the end of the guide should promote the selection/buyer’s guide.
4. Send the list report as a summary to those who download the original white paper and the buyer’s
guide.
Obviously, this is just one way to do it. But you can change the sequence depending on what works
best for you.
Step 6: Repurpose and Promote
I go on about this a lot, but it really is important. Don’t just write your reports, and leave it at that.
Promote and repurpose them as much as you can. More on this in a later chapter.
Examples:
•

Feature the guides prominently on your website

•

Email them to your list

•

Share them on social media

•

Create a series of blog posts from the guide content

•

Repurpose them into articles, infographics and webinars

•

Use them at tradeshows and exhibits

•

Syndicate them through a content network

•

Publish a press release about the guides

Step 7: Measure response
Measuring the results of your campaigns is often overlooked, but it’s
absolutely necessary. This will tell you what’s working, and you’ll be
able to tweak various aspects over time to increase response.
For example, you might find that one particular sequence (like the
one in Step 5) works better than another. So the idea would be to
use this sequence again and again until you find one that generates a
better response.
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And continually build a warm audience
An excellent strategy for building your audience is to have
a resource that’s continually updated with valuable and
helpful content, which keeps prospects and customers
coming back.
This could be a blog, a separate website, an online
school, a YouTube channel etc. – anything that you
regularly update.
This is nothing new, but you have to go beyond just
giving them a white paper every quarter. Or a blog post
every other week. Or a case study every month. 10 years
ago, this would have been OK. But today, with content
marketing at a peak, everyone is doing this. So you need
to take it a step further.
A dedicated website (separate from your company website) for example, that’s continuously updated
with articles, webinars, videos and tutorials will keep prospects coming back again and again. And keep
you top of mind.
And because of the massive amount of valuable content, the law of reciprocity says your customers and
prospects will trust you to provide them with whatever they’re looking for.
Example #1:
Take a look at the blog by Indium Corporation – a company that manufacturers materials used in
electronics assembly.
This is not just the standard blog you see on most business websites, updated once a month with
boring company news and product announcements.
Instead, Indium Corporation use their blog to produce valuable content, like videos and tutorials, and
answer questions on various engineering topics such as soldering, plating, solar cells and alloys.
Very technical stuff, but they’re striving to bring these ideas to life through interactive conversations,
content and storytelling. The blog is updated all the time with valuable material, which keeps their
prospects and customers coming back.
In fact, according to Epic Content Marketing by Joe Puluzzi, Indium’s marketing director said they
experienced a 600% jump in leads since they started the blog. You can check them out at www.indium.
com/blog
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Example #2:
Leica Microsystems have their ScienceLab portal, a
website that’s continually updated with webinars, articles,
video tutorials, and case studies. All aimed at life scientists
using microscopy for their research. It’s a terrific example,
and can be found at https://www.leica-microsystems.com/
science-lab/.
This resource helps them to build their warm audience,
and keep their company top-of-mind with their prospects.

Creating enough material to build your audience, and nurture them effectively is key
to converting more prospects to buyers. While the above steps are simplified, they
should give you an idea of what’s possible. So take some time to brainstorm a list of
content ideas that you can send to your audience regularly.
Tip: Repurpose content you’ve already created. This will save you time, since you won’t have to create
fresh content from scratch.

“Marketing is a process, not an event”
- Dan Kennedy
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Make Buying Easy Strategy 10: Use Storytelling
Let’s face it. It’s hard to resist a terrific story.
That’s why we love watching a good movie or reading a
suspenseful novel. Stories, though, do more than just entertain
and fascinate us. They also influence us because they often appeal
to our emotions.
Now, while you may think that emotion is the sole domain of
marketing consumer products, and holds no place in technical
copy, I’m here to tell you otherwise.
Some businesses have caught onto this in a big way due to the rapid increase in “content marketing” –
using content to generate awareness for your company and products.
Others lag behind.
Specifically, it’s high-tech companies selling complex scientific products that have a hard time adapting
to the ways of good storytelling. It just doesn’t come natural. Data sheets, application notes and
technical papers often don’t lend themselves well to storytelling.
Also, scientists and other technical folk generally prefer numbers, stats, data and technical information.
I should know because I’m one of them! Therefore, any suggestions to take a more storytelling
approach usually fall on deaf ears.
But businesses that get the power of a good story realize the importance they play in their sales
process.
They know a story is what generates awareness for their products and gets their message out there.
It could be a white paper outlining the solution to a specific industry problem.
It might be a report highlighting 11 points to consider before purchasing a specific scientific instrument.
Or a customer success story showing how a product was used to solve a specific customer’s problem.
Science companies can learn a lot from this. And they can use storytelling to guide their prospects
towards a buying decision, and make that decision easier.
Storytelling Example #1
For example, a client I worked with used storytelling elements in a recent application note, instead of
pages of dry technical jargon. They also used the motivating sequence (a copywriting term) to guide
their readers through the document, to a call-to-action at the end. They begin with a quote:
“…while countless breakthroughs have been announced over the last decade, time and again
these advances have failed to translate into commercial batteries with anything like the promised
improvements in cost and energy storage.”
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This quote puts the application note into context, and motivates the prospect to read on by giving realworld implications of the technology in question.
The introduction paragraph then continues:
“The above quote was taken from an article on the future of battery technology, published February
2015. While the article mentions batteries specifically, it sums up the problems of all electrochemical
storage devices, including electrochemical capacitors, as power limitations and safety concerns hinder
their development. Adding to this problem is the continued miniaturization of device structures, as
this needs the development of methods that allow in situ studies of nanoscale dynamics inside an
electrochemical cell”
Other story elements are present, including starting the piece off with an industry problem, and it’s
persuasive structure draws readers into the text, guiding them to the end. And at the end, a “next step”
is presented (this is important).
The full application note, Toward Better Charge Storage: AFM Determines Key EDL Properties in Future
Ionic Liquid Electrolytes, can be read here:
https://www.oxford-instruments.com/businesses/nanotechnology-tools/asylum-research/applications/
energy-storage/get-the-app-note-toward-better-storage-charge-af
What can you do about this?
So to reiterate, storytelling combined with specific technical copy is a match made in heaven.
Edward O Wilson, a research professor at Harvard University, agrees. Wilson proposes teaching science
through the power of story. As he explained in his article “The Power of Story” (https://msu.edu/~getty/
powerofstory.pdf):
“the universal love of stories is not a coincidence; our brains function by constructing narratives. Adults
and children alike live, learn, and relate to others through stories. Unlike other forms of writing, stories
engage our emotions and imagination in the process of learning.”
Scientists, and other buyers/users of scientific equipment can relate to stories just like the rest of us. So
be sure to use storytelling in your marketing.
To that end, below are some strategies and ideas you can use to blend storytelling into your scientific
copy.
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Storytelling Example #2
A blog can be an effective way to share your story and generate awareness for your scientific
equipment.
A supplier selling atomic force microscopes could start a blog about helping AFM users make the most
of their microscope sessions. They could provide advice on how to choose an AFM, how to use various
aspects of it etc.
In this way, the firm positions itself as a provider of knowledge and develops trust. They do this
regardless of whether the readers of the blog actually buy from the company.
However, what tends to happen is that the business stays top of mind for technical buyers looking to
purchase an AFM.
Therefore when a buying decision is to be made, they think of this company first.
Obviously, other options will still need to be considered and evaluated, but the blog generates
consistent awareness for this company and continually brings in leads through the sharing of helpful
information.
I mentiond Indium Corporation in the last chapter. Since this is a terrific
example, I’ve included it again in this Strategy.
Indium manufactures materials used in electronics assembly, including solders,
thermal interface materials and thin film materials.
And they use their blog to produce valuable content, videos and answer
questions on various engineering topics such as soldering, plating, solar cells
and alloys and also B2B marketing.
Very technical stuff, but they’re striving to bring highly technical ideas to life
through interactive conversations, content and storytelling.
According to Epic Content Marketing, written by Joe Puluzzi, Indium’s marketing director said they
experienced a 600% jump in leads since they started the blog. You can check them out at www.indium.
com/blog
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Storytelling Example #3
A webinar or video series can do the same thing.
Often a company will host a webinar on the use of one of their solutions. A smarter approach is to use a
webinar to discuss and provide useful information on the general technology.
Gatan for instance, use webinars and application notes in their media library to help people understand
specific aspects of electron microscopy. DENSsolutions do the same thing for in-situ electron
microscopy with their Nanotalks series.
As stated on the DENSsolutions
website, these webinars “bring the
TEM community to the comfort of your
personal computer with researchers and
industry experts presenting their most
recent work and techniques. To learn
from some of the best or network with researchers in your field, Nanotalks shares the latest in-situ
knowledge to build a global community of in-situ TEM researchers”.
Storytelling Example #4
A white paper aimed at generating leads at the top of the sales funnel is a perfect example of story
blended with technical information that’s backed up by rock solid proof.
It’s essentially a story of a common problem in a specific scientific industry and how that problem can
be solved. It outlines what has been done before to try and solve this problem, why those approaches
failed and a new a better solution that can now be implemented.
The story positions your company as the trusted advisor that isn’t trying to sell anything. You’re just
providing valuable information.
For example, Leica Microsystems provide a guide for bioscience researchers on how to make the most
of their projects, now that they’ve received funding. This white paper is part of a larger campaign
(consisting of several guides) that guide prospects through their funnel. But it’s not a dry technical
document. Instead, it blends storytelling and science in a way that engages prospects and encourages
them to keep reading.
Note that all of these strategies do not necessarily talk about your products and services. They give
general advice, strategies, tips and solid information on a technology or approach.
This makes your company a trusted advisor and provider of helpful information.
In turn, this keeps you top of mind when your prospects do need a problem solved.
Take a look at www.indium.com/blog and the other examples listed in this chapter.
Spend 30 minutes or so on these sites, and see how they’re using Storytelling to
strengthen their brand and make it easier for their prospects to say yes.
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Rule Three: Create Customers for Life
Let me remind you of something I covered at the start of this marketing guide.

In other words, up to 75% of your success in business comes from repeat and referral sales. That’s why
‘Creating Customers for Life” is so useful.
Loyal fans will continue to do business with your company on an on-going basis.
And they’ll give you a regular supply of high quality referrals at the same time.

So let me give you some delightfully effective strategies that you can use to create loyal fans for life
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Create Customers for Life Strategy 11: Use AVSIT Marketing
When I look back over my time so far in consulting and copywriting, there is one strategy I wish I had
used a lot more often than I did.
And that strategy is something I call ‘AVSIT Marketing’.
AVSIT stands for Add Value Stay in Touch.
AVSIT Marketing means you stay in touch with three groups of people on a
regular basis.
•

Group 1 is your past and present customers.

•

Group 2 is potential customers who have made contact with you, but have not yet spent money.
I call these people ‘Customers in Waiting’.

•

Group 3 is key ‘Centres of Influence’ who can potentially refer large numbers of new people to
your company on a regular basis.

Now the key to AVSIT Marketing is to always ‘add value’ whenever you make contact with the people in
these three groups.
So your goal is to leave them ‘better off’ each time you communicate with them.
Remember Strategy 9 (Build A Warm Audience And Nurture Them Effectively) in the last section? That’s
what I’m talking about here: staying in touch with your audience by adding value on a regular basis.
Here’s something important to remember:
A lot of the people you’re in contact with right now would love to use your products and services.
However, sometimes the timing may just not be right for many of these people today.
Most of us (at some point) make a huge marketing mistake: we think that if a person doesn’t buy right
now, it means they’ll never buy.
So we never follow up and stay in touch.
When we have this short sighted attitude to marketing, we usually end up throwing away a small fortune
in easy sales (I can speak with great authority on this mistake in marketing because I have personally
made it many times!).
And often, companies selling scientific equipment are the biggest culprits (particularly if the person
responsible for marketing and selling also happens to be a scientist).
Why?
Because scientists often look at selling like it’s a dirty word. They think their fantastic product should sell
itself (check out the following article on the Nature blog for more info on this: http://blogs.nature.com/
naturejobs/2014/03/21/selling-for-scientists/).
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So what’s the solution?
The solution to this common marketing mistake is to use what I call “The AVSIT Dripping Tap’.
The concept of the dripping tap is very simple to explain.
A dripping tap goes ‘drip, drip, drip’ continuously over a period of time.
Each individual drip does not seem to have much of an effect.
But over time, these continual drips can fill a container and can even wear
a hole in something hard like stone.
Now think of each drip as being a communication from you to a customer,
potential customer, or key centre of influence where you add value in
some way.
There may be no apparent result or impact from each individual
communication you send.
But over time, with repeated communications you can create a huge number of new customers, repeat
sales, referrals and testimonials.
Here’s a great example of the AVSIT ‘Dripping Tap’ Marketing strategy:
When I started out as a technical copywriter (part-time, since I was also working as a research scientist), I
began reaching out to companies that sold scientific equipment.
Mostly, this involved electron microscope firms, and other companies selling imaging tools, since that
was my background. And I got a few leads and one or two clients.
But in my first year I made a big mistake.
I didn’t stay in touch with these clients and leads.
So the one or two clients I had would use my services, but they would only hear back from me about
once a year (I think I sent them a couple follow up emails).
This was a costly error on my part, because I got next to no referrals from any of my clients, and no
repeat sales. And the leads I had pretty much dried up because I only followed up once or twice with
them. If they didn’t buy, I stopped following up.
And what was worse, when I did make contact a year later there was no real connection or relationship
between us.
So I swung into action with a simple AVSIT Dripping Tap programme.
I started up a newsletter called The Science Marketer’s Lead Generation
Letter, and added all my previous contacts to my list. I resolved to send a
newsletter issue out at least once every two weeks.
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This was effective, as people were hearing from me much more often. And they started reaching out to
me saying they were getting my newsletter, and would also enquire about my services.
I also have a business colleague who was in the same situation. He never followed up with any of his
clients or prospects, and after a year or so of this, a client sent him an email that said she was really
disappointed with him. She was surprised about not hearing back from him after becoming a client. She
also told him that she was delighted with what he had done for her, but she had not heard from him and
wondered why not?
This client then explained that she was a good potential source of repeat and referral business and that
my colleague should treat her better. She said she knew loads of people that could use his services, and
then gave him a list of things he could do to stay in touch with all of his clients like her.
My colleague told me that he was highly embarrassed to get this email, because he knew the
importance of staying in touch and adding value to clients, but he had just forgotten to do it.
He started sending a note to everyone in his database, and included a short motivational article he had
come across on something like goal setting.
The note might say “Hi John, thought you might enjoy this short article on goal setting. Kind regards,
Graham.”
Sometimes my colleague would include a newsletter that he wrote that had helpful ideas on personal
success.
Much of what he did with his AVSIT Dripping Tap programme was something tangible that people
received in their hands (printed, and sent via postal mail). This is always more effective than email.
Within 12 months of using this AVSIT programme, the results were obvious.
My colleague started getting calls and even letters from clients and contacts saying how much they
appreciated the added value follow up.
He got referrals, repeat sales and best of all, he now had a wonderful relationship with many of the
people in his database.
The interesting thing he discovered from this process was that most of the communications he sent out
to his database had nothing to do with the marketing and consulting services he provided.
He mentioned it every so often (maybe one message in four) but it was not his main focus.
Instead, my colleague’s main goal was to stay in touch and add value consistently to all the people in
his database. And the end result was a delighted group of raving fans and a huge amount of easy sales.
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Here’s another example:
Take a look at The Resonance (https://www.theresonance.com/), Bruker BioSpin’s blog about nuclear
magnetic resonance (NMR) and electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR).
What do you see?
It’s an information rich resource that provides scientists with
important “know-how” on NMR and EPR instrumentation, as
well as the general field.
The blog itself is updated regularly with valuable content, such
as webinars, articles, and application notes. You also have the
option to “Talk to an Expert”.
And there’s a News and Events section, as well as Featured
Products and a Resources page. All in all, this is a packed portal
that provided terrific value for any scientist using EPR or NMR
instrumentation for their research.
Here’s one thing that I would do differently though: on their homepage, there’s no clear way to sign up
to their newsletter to get regular updates. In fact, you have to scroll down to the bottom of the page to
see this option. Bruker needs to make it easy for people to sign up, because that way they can keep in
touch via email to their “house list”.
This is much better than people coming to their blog and then leaving, because this is a wasted
opportunity.
So in the top right hand corner of the home page, I would have a clear call-to-action to sign up to
receive blog updates via email. Everyone who signs up should then receive a personal note thanking
them for this action, and promising to continue to add value on a regular basis, via email and regular
post.
Final Example:
AzONetwork Group (https://www.azonetwork.com/sites) have a series of websites and blogs based on
industry. These include Nanotechnology, Optics, Materials, Robotics etc.
You can sign up for their newsletter, and choose what information to receive by checking specific boxes
based on your industry. You then receive weekly updates on the industry, recent news, product releases,
and other valuable content.
This keeps AzONetwork Group top-of-mind with their customers.
How could you implement a ‘Dripping Tap’ AVSIT Marketing programme in your own
company? What type of material could you send out on a regular basis that the key
people on your database would find useful and valuable? (Your main goal here is you
are going to ‘Add Value’ each time you touch base with these people.)
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Create Customers for Life Strategy 12: Use Handwritten Thank You Cards
Thank You cards are a wonderful way to quickly get large
numbers of people eager to talk about your company and
scientific equipment to many of the people they know.
A Thank You card is just a small card that says something
positive on the front.
The inside of the card is blank so you can write your own
handwritten message.
And the back of the card has your contact information.
Here’s how Thank You Cards work.
Each work day, all you have to do is send out between two and four Thank You cards.
So if you work five days a week, you will be sending out between 10 and 20 cards each week. Now that
might not sound a lot, but 10 Thank You cards a week is around 500 thank you cards in a year.
In each card you send out, it’s important you write a short 3-4 sentence HANDWRITTEN message.
Why do you hand write a message?
Well, let me ask you an important question:
How many handwritten Thank You cards have you received from anyone in business over the last twelve
months?
I ask people this question all the time, and the average number of handwritten cards they receive is two
or less in a whole year.
So when you start sending out Thank You cards with a handwritten message inside them, people will
remember your company very positively. Sounds cheesy, but it really does work!
And there are many occasions where Thank You cards are useful.
Below are some of these occasions, and the words you could write when you send out each card.
1: Thank You card after a telephone contact
“Hi John; thank you for your time on the phone today. I enjoyed talking with you
and look forward to sharing some interesting ideas with you shortly. Regards Lisa.”
On this occasion you may have spoken to a potential new customer on the phone
and have made an appointment to see them for a meeting.
Notice that the Thank You card is only a few sentences long. One of the things I love
about Thank You cards is that they’re so quick to write.
Make sure you enclose a business/company card with every Thank You card you send out.
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2: Thank You card after a demonstration or presentation
“Hi John; thank you for the opportunity to show you our XYZ product/service. I look forward to talking
with you again soon. Regards Lisa”
In case you’re wondering, it’s perfectly acceptable to send multiple Thank You cards to the same
person. You can send one after a phone contact, one after a demonstration or presentation, and so on.
Multiple Thank You cards have a wonderfully positive impact on the people you send them to.
3: Thank you card after a purchase
“Hi John; thank you for investing in our product/service. I know you will be
delighted with the benefits you receive, and look forward to your positive
feedback. Regards Lisa.”
A very common experience when you buy something expensive is what we
call ‘Buyer’s Remorse”. In other words you wonder if you’ve made the right
decision buying this product or service.
A Thank You card after a customer purchase goes a long way toward reducing
any second thoughts or doubts they may have about what they’ve bought.
It’s also nice to be thanked for spending money with a company.
In over 95% of situations where you spend money on a product or service, you never receive a hand
written Thank You note for becoming a new customer.
4: Thank You card to a person who gives you a referral
“Hi John; thanks for the referral to Fred Smith. I appreciate your thoughtfulness. I’ll let you know how I
get on when I talk with him. Regards, Lisa”
If you want more referrals from your customers to other people they know, it pays to
thank them when they do give a referral to you.
The more you thank people for referrals, the more likely they are to give you more
referrals.
5: Thank You card to a person who gives you a referral, updating them on the result:
‘Hi John, just wanted to let you know I had a good discussion with Fred Smith today.
Fred is interested in what we have to offer, and there is a good chance that he may want to use our
products/services in the near future. I’ll let you know if that happens. Thanks again for the referral to
Fred. I appreciate it. Regards, Lisa”.
Letting people know how you got on with the referral they gave you is a really nice thing to do. And it’s
so easy to do as well.
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6: Thank You card after a final refusal or ‘no’
“Hi John; thank you for taking the time to consider letting us be of
service. I’m sorry we aren’t able to be of help right now. If you need
any more information, please contact me. In the meantime, I will keep
you posted about new developments and changes that may be of
interest to you. Regards Lisa”.
There are many people you speak with who won’t buy anything from
you right now.
But if you thank them for considering you, it always leaves the door open in the future to getting
referrals from this person and maybe a sale at a later date.
A person that says ‘no’ can easily refer you to people who can say ‘yes’.
I know a sales and marketing expert in New Zealand who told me a story about the first sales job he
had when he was 19 years old. This expert cold called on business owners and asked if they would
like to buy advertising. Most (in fact about 95%) told him “No.” He came across an article on selling
that suggested sending hand written Thank You cards to everyone he talked to (whether or not they
bought).
My colleague followed the advice and sent out over 200 handwritten Thank You cards to everyone he
talked to. The cards said something like “Thank you for your time. I’m sorry I can’t be of help right now.
Feel free to call me if I can help in the future.”
He enclosed his business card with every Thank You note.
The following month, this marketing expert received a phone call from a prominent business owner who
asked him to come and talk about advertising.
This business owner ended up placing a very large order.
My colleague asked why this person first called him.
The business owner said he was talking to one of his business friends, and they were discussing
advertising.
His friend had seen my colleague, and even though he hadn’t bought; was very impressed with the
Thank You card. So he told his friend to call!
The important lesson here is you never know who you might be referred to, even from someone who
doesn’t buy from you.
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7: Thank You card on an anniversary
“Hi John; thanks again for being a customer. It’s now been 12 months since you
decided to invest in our product/service. If you would like an update on some of the
new developments in this field, please give me a call. Regards Lisa.”
Sending out a client Thank You card like this shows your customers you care about
them. You can send an anniversary Thank You card at a number of different times,
depending on what you sell.
You could send a card every 3 months, every 6 months, once per year, etc.
8: Thank You card after positive feedback from a customer
“Hi John; thank you for your positive feedback. I appreciate it. It made my day. Regards Lisa.”
Whenever you receive positive feedback from a customer, send them a hand written Thank You card. It
will make your customer glad they gave you their positive comments.
One of the most powerful ways to sell scientific equipment or services is to show prospects positive
feedback from happy customers who have already bought from you. The more you thank customers for
positive feedback on what they have bought, the more positive feedback you’ll receive.
9: Thank You card when you make another sale to an existing customer or client:
‘Hi John thanks for your repeat purchase today. I really appreciate it. Regards Lisa”.
We’re are often so focussed on getting new customers, we forget to thank our existing ones.
Especially when we make repeat and add-on sales to these same customers.
10: Thank You card when a customer pays their account on time.
This is simple to do. Yet surprisingly few people do it.
“Hi John, thank you for your prompt payment of my invoice. I appreciate it. Regards
Lisa.”
If you want your customers to pay their accounts faster, thank them in writing when
they do pay on time. They are then far more likely to pay promptly the next time you
give them an invoice.
11: Thank You card to thank someone for being a customer.
Hi John, just a quick note to say thank you for being one of my customers. I appreciate it. Regards.
Lisa.’
You can do this at any time with any customer. And it will always make them feel good.
As you can see there are many great occasions to use hand written Thank You cards in any company.
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What could your Thank You cards look like?
Some companies like to have their own photo on the front of the card,
and others prefer to use just a nice image.
You could also use your company logo, or a photograph of one of your
products.
And you could use science or business related cartoons. Take a look at
these three websites:
1). www.sciencecartoonsplus.com/gallery/physics/index.php#
2). www.glasbergen.com/more-cartoons/
3). www.cartoonstock.com
The first sells science cartoons, and the second and third sell cartoons on a range of different topics.
Everyone loves funny cartoons, right?
I’d like to tell you to “get creative” with your cards, but the good news is they don’t have to be all that
creative. Remember Strategy 7? Simple is always better. The sooner you start sending out Thank You
cards, the sooner they can start working for you.
And the big thing that makes Thank You cards work really well is they’re extremely rare today. So when
you use them consistently, you will be positively remembered.
So get into the habit today of using them yourself.
It’s one of the smartest, quickest and best ways I know to get large numbers of people to
enthusiastically recommend your company.
I encourage you to get into the regular habit of sending out at least 2-4 handwritten
Thank You cards each work day. It will be one of the smartest things you ever do if
you want to get large numbers of new customers, along with some great repeat and
referral business.
I recommend you get them printed in small quantities of say 100 from your local
digital printer. Then as you use them just order a few more
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Create Customers for Life Strategy 13: Test a Two Page Added Value
Newsletter
I’m a big fan of simple marketing strategies that work well to boost sales.
And one of my favourite marketing strategies is what I call a Two Page Added Value Newsletter.
I first discovered the power of a Two Page Added Value Newsletter when talking to a business coach
two years after launching my copywriting/consulting practice.
I had spent these two years pitching my services to companies selling scientific products and services.
To generate leads, I would email marketing directors and marketing communications managers, and
see if they were interested. This usually involved researching both the person I was emailing, and their
company website, so I could write a personal email to them. In other words, a “warm email”, not SPAM.
I would then have a Skype call with these marketing managers, explain the products and services I had,
and some of them would buy from me.
I was doing okay, but not great by any means.
I told my business coach about this, and he suggested I try a two page “added value” newsletter.

The newsletter example he gave me was the one he used in his own business, which was sales and
marketing consulting. The newsletter he used had two simple sales improvement ideas on the first
page. Along with some simple action steps that people could use to put these ideas into action.
On the second page he had a list of helpful sales improvement resources and a funny business cartoon.
He told me the first time he used it, he made 100 copies of this two page newsletter and mailed (not
email) it to his clients and potential clients.
He did this for a few months and a number of people told him they liked the positive ideas he was
sharing in his two page newsletter. A short time later, someone looked at my coach’s newsletter and
commented that people would pay money to read it.
He was quite surprised at this, because the person who made the comment was an expert on sales
training and was booked up six months ahead for his training services.
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My coach gave his newsletter a different name, and sure enough within the next few months, he made
thousands of dollars from people paying him to read it.
And at the same time he had a good number of people who read his newsletter, contacting him and
asking if he could be of help to them.
I then started using a newsletter of my own – Selling
Science– that helped me stay in touch with my
audience of scientific equipment companies in a “value
added” way. You can sign up for this newsletter at
www.sciencecopywriting.com/content
What I had discovered was the value of sharing helpful ideas in an easy to read format like a two page
added value newsletter.
When I did this regularly people remembered me positively and it stimulated some very easy repeat
and referral sales.
Now my newsletter is electronic, but my coach’s newsletter was sent via regular postal mail, and this
is how I recommend you do it. In fact, I’ll soon be taking my own advice, since I’m putting together
my first print two-page value added newsletter and sending it out soon. Many scientific equipment
companies already have email newsletters, but they uusally just send boring company news that
nobody cares about. And sending these newsletters using postal mail will always stand out more.
And the best thing is that the ideas in the newsletter don’t even have to be about the products or
services you sell.
As long as the ideas in your newsletter are positive and helpful to your readers, you will get
remembered positively and get some every easy repeat and referral sales.
Here’s an example of my coach’s newsletter:
He writes a two page newsletter called ‘The Good News Report’
that has some positive ideas on how to enjoy more success and
happiness in your life. It also has two fun cartoons.
Now he sells marketing solutions to people offering expensive
services, and the content in his Good News Report has nothing
to do with marketing.
But he sends this positive newsletter out to around 100 clients
and key referral sources every month in hard copy format.
He also include a short cover letter that says hello and mentions
one of his marketing services or programmes that may be of
interest.
Every time he sends out his newsletter, he gets a number of
people who make enquiries about his marketing services (and a
large percentage of these enquiries lead to sales.)
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So it’s working well to boost sales.
Over the last few years he’s been testing this two page newsletter concept with a variety of businesses
in various industries
And when used regularly, a two page newsletter seems to stimulate some very easy repeat and referral
sales.
Why does a two page added value newsletter work so well to stimulate repeat and referral sales?
I think there are three reasons
Reason 1: By sharing helpful ideas, you get positively remembered.
So you are top of mind at all times.
One of the biggest marketing problems I see today is that we often
have customers who like what we do.
Yet, because we don’t stay in touch regularly, they forget us.
As a result, we often miss out on a small fortune in repeat and referral sales.
Reason 2: People like to feel valued and appreciated.
As the old saying goes…
“I’ve learned that people will forget what you said, people will forget what you did, but people will
never forget how you made them feel.” Maya Angelou
When you share helpful ideas regularly with people they feel good about themselves and about your
company. In other words they feel appreciated and valued.
And this leads to very easy repeat and referral sales.
Reason 3: The power of reciprocation.
Reciprocation is a fancy word that just mean people like to repay
favours.
If you do something nice for me, I want to do something nice for you.
When you share helpful ideas in a two page newsletter, you are doing
something nice for people on a regular basis. And many of these
people will want to help you back in return.
Which means they can say nice things about your company and give
you repeat or referral sales.
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How can you use a two page Added Value Newsletter in your own marketing?
Step One: Identify 100 people who know your company and what you do. These could include past
and current customers, warm prospects, and key referral sources.
Mail them a two page added value newsletter once a month that contains ideas they will find useful.
The newsletters that seem to work the best to stimulate repeat and referral business are the ones that
contained helpful ideas on personal success and motivation.
Yep, your newsletter doesn’t have to contain advice on using your scientific equipment, or about your
products/services at all. Some of the newsletters I’ve seen that are sent out by marketing consultants
don’t have anything to do with marketing. Instead, they share advice and tips on health, personal
success, etc.
So based on that, I suggest you include these types of ideas in your own newsletters.
Step Two: Enclose a short cover letter with each newsletter that you send out.
This cover letter should explain why you’re sending them the newsletter.
The cover letter should also mention (in a low key way) one of the products or services that you offer,
and invite people to give you a referral if they have a friend or colleague who may find a product or
service like this of value.
Step Three: Keep doing this every month for at least six months
In my experience the biggest benefits of sending out a two-page added value newsletter come from
doing it consistently month after month. And not just doing it once or twice.
Should you send your two-page newsletter in hard copy or digital format?
My personal recommendation is that you send at least
100 copies of a hard copy newsletter by ‘snail mail’ each
month.
Why do I recommend ‘snail mail’ and sending the
newsletter in hard copy format?
First of all, it’s very unusual to get something positive that
adds value in the post today.
This cartoon explains it well.
Secondly, email readership rates are plummeting
worldwide.
It’s now quite common to get only 5% -10% of your
emails opened today when you send them.
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So if you rely just on email you will usually only get a small number of people who read what you send
them.
But as long as you have the right postal address, you’ll get close to 100% readership rate when you
send out a hard copy two-page newsletter that adds value.
Sent out consistently, this type of newsletter works well to stimulate repeat and referral business.
So I recommend you test a two-page added value newsletter in your own marketing campaigns as well.
Create an interesting two-page newsletter that has helpful ideas on personal success
and motivation. Give it a catchy title, and send out at least 100 copies each month in
hard copy format by ‘snail mail”.
Enclose an interesting cover letter with each newsletter that explains why you’re sending it. And in your
cover letter, mention one of the products or services you offer in a low key way and invite readers to
give you a referral for this.
If you would like to see hard copy samples of the type of 2 page newsletters that I recommend, just
email me and I’ll send some out to you (with my compliments).
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Create Customers for Life Strategy 14: Use Lagniappe
Lagniappe is pronounced LAN yap.
Lagniappe is a word that’s used primarily in southern Louisiana and
southeast Texas, and refers to an “unexpected something extra.”
Lagniappe is giving your customer a little unadvertised, unexpected,
unasked-for ‘extra’.
This little extra is often remembered long after the purchase.
Lagniappe Example 1: The Car Dealer and the movie tickets:
I know someone who bought a new car from a car dealer in New Zealand about six months ago.
Three weeks after his purchase, he received two free movie passes from the car dealer; along with a
note thanking him for his business.
How do I know this?
Because this person told me…. and pretty much everyone else he knew about the delightful little
added value bonus from this car firm. In fact, one of his work colleagues bought a car from the same
firm after hearing this story.
Lagniappe Example 2: The Dentist and the phone call:
A friend of mine was on holiday in another town a few years ago and had a tooth ache. He went to a
local dentist who fixed the problem.
What was unusual was this dentist phoned my friend that night in his hotel to make sure he was okay.
They also phoned him a few days later, when he was back in his home town, just to make sure his teeth
weren’t hurting him. My friend told me that he was super impressed with this great follow up service
and has told dozens of people about this unusual experience.
Lagniappe Example 3: The appliance shop and the pot plant:
There is a successful appliance shop that does something very simple. Several days after you buy an
appliance from them, they courier out to you a beautiful pot plant and a lovely thank-you note. The
owner is making sure you tell everyone about your positive experiences dealing with his store. Their
clients rave about their unexpected free gift. It generates a lot of referral and repeat business for them.
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Lagniappe Example 4: The Car Dealer and the personalized Desk Calendar
One car dealership sends their clients a personalized desk calendar that has a terrific colour photo of
the customer sitting in their new car.
Customers love this unique memento and often keep it on their desk. This leads to other people
picking it up and talking about it. So this simple added value gift often results in further business for the
car dealership.
A printing shop I use for creating booklets, direct mail packages, and letters, gave me a free
desk calendar when I made a recent purchase from them. A simple gesture, but one that’s always
appreciated.
Lagniappe Example 5: Strategic Clipping:
Bob Bly is one of my favourite marketing experts. His regular ezine on marketing tips “The Direct
Response Letter” is well worth reading (www.bly.com/reports)
Bob shared a marketing tip recently that’s a great example of Lagniappe.
He calls his strategy ‘Strategic Clipping’.
Let me pass you over to Bob to explain how it works
“Though I don’t think I invented it, I’m one of an extremely small group of people who use this littleknown marketing channel to stay in touch with clients and prospects.
I call it “strategic clipping.”
How it works is simple....
Whenever you come across an article in a magazine or newspaper that is relevant to one of your client’s
businesses -- or even his or her hobbies or personal life -- tear or clip it out of the publication ... and
mail it to the client.
It sounds trivial. Almost ridiculous for me to call it a marketing channel.
But in fact, it’s one of the most effective relationship-building tools ever devised.
First, here’s how I do it.
I don’t deliberately research material to clip and send to clients.
But in the course of your reading, you will come across many such items weekly.
When I see an article for Bill, I cut it out of the publication with scissors.
I handwrite in pen a quick note at the top: “Bill -- FYI – Bob Bly.”
That’s it. Scribbled in seconds.
Why is strategic clipping so effective?
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For 3 reasons:
First, the content is extremely targeted and relevant to the recipient.
Second, it has a personal touch -- especially the handwritten note -- and it shows people you are
thinking of them.
Third, in our digital age where people are bombarded by email, getting a piece of paper in the mail
stands out.”
Colm’s Comment:
I really like Bob’s Strategic Clipping idea.
I’ve occasionally used a version of this when I’ve come across a newspaper or online article that
positively mentions one of my clients or prospects.
I’ll cut the article out and have it photocopied several times and then laminated.
I’ll send this to my client or prospect along with a note that says “I enjoyed reading this positive
article about your business and thought you might like a few copies. With my compliment, Colm.”
This is always well received.
I also send any articles I see on marketing advice that I think could help my clients.
You can do it electronically, but sending it via postal mail will always stand out more.
There are dozens of simple ways for you to use Lagniappe and give customers, prospects, and key
referral sources a little unexpected “extra.”
Lagniappe is a terrific strategy that works well to create loyal fans for life.
Write a list of 5-10 simple ways that you could provide ‘lagniappe’ to your customers
and prospects.
Use some of these in the next few weeks.
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Bonus Strategy 15: Repurpose and Promote
Your Content
Welcome to the bonus (and final) chapter in this special report. It’s
titled Repurpose and Promote Your Content.
Many marketers of scientific equipment worry about constantly
staying in touch with their audience, and creating a constant stream
of marketing material to grow that audience and convert them into
raving fans.
So in this chapter, we’ll talk about repurposing and promoting your
marketing communications effectively. Understanding this is vital if
you want your content to be seen by as many potential customers
as possible.
The main advantage of repurposing your marketing is that you don’t need to constantly reinvent the
wheel and come up with fresh content from scratch. Your existing content can be sliced and diced in
several ways, meaning you get more bang for your buck.
I’ll give specific examples of how your content can be leveraged for maxium effectiveness. And these
are tactics that can be put into practice immediately, and will show positive results relatively quickly.
Always promote and repurpose
It strikes me as odd how many scientific equipment manufacturers create a piece of content, send out a
few tweets about it, and then stop.
And sometimes they don’t even tweet about it! They just chuck the piece of content up on their website
and leave it at that. Content buried on your website (with no obvious way of viewing it) doesn’t do you
any good.
Unfortunately, this happens all the time and the companies who do this are leaving a lot of exposure
and revenue on the table.
But, since you’re reading this guide, this is obviously not for you.
For each piece of marketing you create, you need to have a plan in place to get this content in front of
as many potential customers as possible.
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That said, most science marketers wonder how best to promote their
marketing communications. Well, Gordon Graham, in his excellent book White
Papers For Dummies suggests that the best way is to promote larger pieces
of content such as white papers and customer success stories like a product
launch.
That’s right. Promote your marketing communications like a product launch.
Now, you won’t be dealing with the same budget, but most forms of social
media and advertising will work well.
This means re-purposing, promoting and syndicating every marketing communication piece you have.
So think 10 to 1. Think of creating 10 pieces of content for each story.
Repurposing Example #1
For example, a white paper could be made into a series of 4 blog posts, one for each main section of
the paper.
That same white paper could be made into a slide deck and uploaded to SlideShare.
That slide deck could form the basis for a webinar.
The abstract of the white paper could be sent around in your newsletter, with a strong call to action to
download the rest of it.
Key phrases from the white paper could be tweeted at specific intervals throughout the week.
You get the point.
Example:
I created two special reports for a microscopy company a while back, which were to be used in a lead
generation campaign to attract life scientists who had just received project funding.
The reports were then repurposed into a short 2-page list article, showing them the “7 Steps To A
Successful Research Project”. A series of emails were also created from the reports, containing much of
the same material. These emails were then sent around to anyone who downloaded the reports.
Content that is highly leveraged is one of the critical keys of this special report. Along with strong
technical copy and good storytelling.
These various aspects form a solid system that helps to put your lead generation on automatic.
If you have content syndicated and leveraged in various forms working for you day and night, profit and
sales become a lot less unpredicatble.
So give some thought on how you can best leverage your existing content and communications, and
how you can repurpose any new content for added mileage.
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Other examples
Here are some ideas you can use to to get more out specifc forms of content:
1.

We’ve already briefly mentioned how a white paper could be repurposed into several different
formats. Well, that white paper could also be condensed down into a shorter article and placed in
a trade journal or business publication.
A press release could then be written for both the article and white paper and uploaded to a
scientific PR website.

2.

Any articles your company publishes in journals or websites (online or offline) should be made
available on your website. These can then be re-purposed as newsletter articles and sent out to
your email list.

3.

A customer success story (case study) on a specific product could be included in a white paper
which outlines how the product’s underlying technology solves a specific industry problem.
The story could be included in its entirety at the end of the paper, or in the middle of the paper as
a shortened side-bar.
This same case study could be converted into a video script. This way you have a success story in
both print and video format.
Case studies also make terrific pieces to hand out at tradeshows. Also, re-purpose your case study
as a single PowerPoint slide for your sales team to use.
Similar to white papers, a case study can be re-purposed into a slide deck and uploaded to
Slideshare and possibly form the basis of a webinar.

4.

A series of blog posts covering the same topic could be re-purposed into an ebook.
This works the other way around as well. You could take an ebook and split it up into several blog
posts and schedule the posting of these over a period of several weeks, or even months.

5.

Most forms of content lend themselves very well to press releases. And don’t just upload these
releases to the common scientific PR sites. General business PR websites like Business Wire also
have science channels that can be leveraged.

6.

Application notes can be fleshed out into more substantial customer success stories by using
customer quotations and interviews.
In other words, instead of just a technical document that explains how a specific product was used,
you could go further and describe how it actually helped a specific research team solve a specific
challenge.
This helps blend storytelling with technical copy as was discussed previously. It also puts faces to
the copy and talks about the people involved.
Key points from these application notes can then be tweeted out or uploaded to Linkedin at
specific times during the week.
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7.

Application notes or white papers on one specific product
which provides solutions for various industries can be repurposed into an ebook series. Each ebook would cover a
specific industry.
For example, most TEMs are used for materials, electronics,
life sciences and industrial manufacturing. An ebook covering
how a specific TEM has been used for studies in each of
these areas can be put together from previous application
notes. This would give 4 ebooks on a single microscope.

8.

Webinars can be converted into application notes, blog posts, and white papers.
Bruker does this with some of the webinars they produce on nuclear magnetic resonance tools:
https://www.bruker.com/service/education-training/webinars/nmr-webinars/automatizing-thequalitative-and-quantitative-analysis-of-complex-drugs-using-nmr.html
https://www.bruker.com/service/education-training/webinars/nmr-webinars/on-the-fly-nmrsynthesis-control-using-brukers-automation-technologies.html

9.

Make sure there is a dedicated landing page on your webiste for your newsletter. And make sure
you have a resources page that is prominent on your homepage.
This resources page is where every piece of marketing content should be placed and made
available for download.

10. Or you could have resource page for each type of content you produce. For example, you could
make all your case studies available for download from a dedicated case studies page. Make sure
there is a clear link to this page on your website.
These are just a few ideas of what you can do to leverage your content and promote it effectively.
A piece of content or copy that you create should never be a one hit wonder.
Instead, you should always look for ways to promote and repurpose that content so that it works for you
over an extended period of time.
That way, you don’t have to keep scrambling to create fresh marketing from scratch.
Take a long-form marcom piece that you recently created (eg. a white paper).
Now brainstorm at least 3 ways to repurpose that piece into other forms of content.
It could be a blog post series, article, social media posts, a slide deck, a webinar, etc.
Next, outline at least 3 ways you could promote the original marketing piece, and
the new re-purposed forms.
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How to Get Fast Results:
We’ve covered a lot of interesting marketing strategies in this guide.

Here is a reminder of all 15 of these strategies…

Rule 1: Get Noticed
Strategy 1: Offer a Valuable ‘Special Report’
Strategy 2: Do Effective Trade Shows
Strategy 3: Share Useful ‘How To’ Articles
Strategy 4: Use the “Daily Four” To Build Your Network
Strategy 5: Test Direct Response Marketing
Rule 2: Make Buying Easy
Strategy 6: Use Risk Reversal
Strategy 7: Keep It Simple
Strategy 8: Ask The Right Questions
Strategy 9: Build a Warm Audience and Nurture Them Effectively
Strategy 10: Use Storytelling
Rule 3: Create Customers for Life
Strategy 11: Use AVSIT Marketing
Strategy 12: Send Handwritten Thank You Cards
Strategy 13: Test a 2 page Added Value Newsletter
Strategy 14: Use Lagniappe
Bonus Strategy 15: Repurpose and Promote Your Content
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If you would like to get fast results with these strategies, I recommend you do two things…
1: Put two strategies from each Marketing Rule into action over the next 90 days.
So implement two strategies to Get Noticed, two strategies to Make Buying Easy and two strategies to
Create Customers for Life
2: Get the help of at least one person to do this.
Let me explain:
I’ve found that it’s usually a combination of strategies that
works well to significantly boost your sales.
Now obviously you can overdo it. But as long as you take a
sensible approach, the more marketing channels and strategies
you use, the more potential buyers you’ll reach.
And using a combination of marketing strategies can make all the difference.
So in your own marketing, I highly recommend you put into action a combination of strategies to
improve your results.
If you commit to doing this, it’s very achievable to have six new strategies in place over 90 days.
I also recommend you get the help of at least one person to do this.
Think about how much easier it is to do some exercise
like a regular 15 minute walk twice a week if you have a
good friend that goes with you on each walk.
Compare that with trying to do a regular walk by yourself.
If you have the support of even one person, you are much
more likely to take action and get some positive results.
You could get the help of someone in your own company,
and that can sometimes work very well.
And you could also get the help of someone like me to help you put these strategies into action as well.
I’ve noticed that a person outside your company can often give you valuable insights and ideas that you
can’t see yourself because you’re too close to your marketing campaigns.
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How I Work With Clients:
If you are open to using my services, then it’s easy to work with me.
Step 1 is drop me an email at colm@sciencecopywriting.com.
Then we can schedule a quick (about 20-30 minute) chat over the phone or on Skype.
That’s Step 2.
Here, we will discuss your product, your audience, your goals, and the project you have in mind.
Please note: this call is usually just information gathering, and there’s no pressure to make a decision.
It’s also an opportunity for you to talk with me and see if you would like to work together.
Step 3 is I quote you a fee for the project (once I have all the necessary information).
Step 4 (if we agree to move forward) is I send you an invoice for the upfront fee. Then you can send me any
information you have about the project and product. This can include literature, brochures, videos, etc.
Anything that will give me the information I need to write the material. And of course, I’ll do my own research
as well. This step also includes interviewing subject matter experts and product specialists.
Step 5: I write the copy, and submit it to you by the deadline we agree on.

If this is of interest, please contact me at colm@sciencecopywriting.com to schedule a call.
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About Colm O’Regan
10 years of scientific education and research made me realize one thing:
I love to write. But the actual academic part? Not for me thanks.
Simply put, the part I enjoyed most about science research was writing reports,
papers and presentations.
Becoming a science copywriter allowed me do what I enjoy most (writing) while
continuing to leverage my extensive science and technology background.
For me, launching this business is my way of helping companies at the forefront of
scientific advancement share their story. Of course, this has also meant learning
new skills in marketing and copywriting along the way.
My background in science means I’ve had hands-on experience with much of the technology I write about.
So the marketing ideas and materials I provide for my clients are clear, accurate and uniquely persuasive.
So if this tickles you in any way, shape, or form, then I invite you to reach out to me for more information.
Just drop me an email at colm@sciencecopywriting.com. I usually respond to all emails within 24 hours.

Colm O’ Regan
Science Copywriter
www.sciencecopywriting.com
colm@sciencecopywriting.com
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